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EDITORIAL
by S. R. COWAN

Troublesome Days Are Ahead
An "emergency committee" of RTMA

has asked National Production Authority
to release at once sufficient quantities of
materials now restricted, such as cobalt,
nickel, copper and aluminum, to prevent
imminent stoppage of all TV and radio
set production. We commend James D.
Secrest, RTMA's general manager, who
clearly outlined the industry's position by
reasoning that if the Government will want
the services of radio plants in 90 days when
war contracts are to be issued, unless the
factories can be kept in operation in the
interim, they face shutdown and the it
revocable loss of thier trained manpower
to other industries.

The electronics industry committee that
coordinates industry-Government war con
tract relations must also bear in mind that
the general public's welfare-meaning the
duty of keeping existing receivers in oper-
able use-is of paramount importance too.
That our Government is justified in pro-
ducing radio -electronic equipment for all-
out war use. plus the usual 5 to 1 stock-
piling, is self-evident. But the fact also
remains that now, more than ever before,
is it necessary to keep America's home and
amateur radios working. The day of atom
bombing with its potential vast disruption
of other types of communications is the
basis for this contention.

Even if all-out war production strains our
productive capacity, even if new receiver
production must be curtailed to the vanish-
ing point-it must be conceded that a small
allocation to the replacement and main-
tenance fields must be considered worth-
while to the Nation's welfare and economy.

Color TV Held Back
As predicted, the Courts have enjoined

CBS and the FCC from putting a non -com-
patible method of color videocasting into
commercial use until the matter can be
given further study. Upwards of 60 days,
at least, will be required, and perhaps the
matter may drag along in the courts for
many months. That's fine! Meanwhile, the
proponents of compatible methods can con-
tinue their developmental efforts and come
up with an acceptable system. We hope
so! We are 100% for color TV . . . but,
only when it is the right kind of color,
completely compatible, and perfected to
the Nth degree. Let's have no half -way
substitutes in the meanwhile. Of course,
there's no reason for getting too excited
about color TV right now because the
industry itself, due to the war effort, is
more than bogged down trying to get ne-
cessary tubes and parts needed for ordinary
black and white models. As we have stated
many times before, all this hubbub about
color TV is silly. Anyone who wants a
TVset should not hesitate to buy any good
brand right now-or when he can get one,
because they may become unobtainable or
mighty scarce very soon.
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No Need To Worry About Moisture
When You Use The MALLORY PLASCAP*
r

L

MALLORY
FP CAPACITORS

When you select Mallory FP Capacitors,
you can be sure of their performance even
in circuits where heat is a problem. Every
Mallory FP Capacitor will operate con-
tinuously at 85° C. In addition, Mallory
FP Capacitors are famous for their long
shelf -life ... you can depend on them
when you need them. Buy the one line
that services both AM and TV sets. They
are an outstanding example of Mallory
Precision Quality at standard prices.

See your Mallory Distributor right away!

*Trade Mark MA10330:2332=11% 1111111111111

LLORT
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The Mallory Plascap plastic tubular capacitor exceeds R.M.A.
requirements for humidity and immersion tests . . . even for
metal -cased capacitors. It's the plastic tubular that's years ahead
of the rest of the field.

No oil leakage, no unsoldered leads, no messy wax coating, no
insulation problems! Check these four exclusive features which
make your service jobs surer and easier:

 TRISEAL CONSTRUCTION. Sealed three ways . . . with
moisture -free Mallotrol, tough outer plastic shell, exclu-.
sive Mallocene!

 FASTITE LEADS. Permanently fastened . . . sealed with
Mallocene . . . unaffected by soldering -iron heat!

 DISTORTION -FREE WINDING. No flattened cartridges due
to molding pressures . . . no failures due to "shorts"!

 TRU-CENTER CARTRIDGES. Cartridges centered every time
. . . uniform insulation guaranteed at all points!

You don't have to handle the Mallory Plascap with kid -gloves . . .

it is built to "take it"! See your Mallory Distributor, now. Remem-
ber, you pay no more for Mallory Precision Quality!

IAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS
RECTIFIERS VIBRAPACK* POWER SUPPLIES FILTERS

'Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

PPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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OVER 75 TV SET MANUFACTURERS
USE "THE STANDARD TUNER"

Stai4Cia/Mi COIL PRODUCTS CO



Chicago
Los Angeles
Bangor, Michigan
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IF YOU SERVICE TV, YOU KNOW THIS!
Customers are quick to see imperfections. Much
slower to hear them. Therefore premium -quality
Hytron receiving tubes for the tougher TV jobs.
At no extra cost! You gain also: Through fewer
expensive service call-backs. Better customer
satisfaction and confidence. More profits.

How does Hytron do it? By working closely with
leading TV set manufacturers. By endless striving

to better already superior performance. By im-
proved design ...processing ...inspection ...testing.

Try Hytron TV receiving tubes: 1X2A, 5U4G,
6AG5, 6AL5, 6AU6, 6BC5, 6BG6G, 6BQ6GT, 6CB6,
6SN7GT, 6V6GT, 6W4GT, 12BH7, 25BQ6GT, etc.
Also Hytron rectangular picture tubes: 14BP4,
16RP4, 17BP4A, 20CP4. You pay no more for
Hytron. But see the difference yourself ... on the
TV screen ...on your cash register.

THEY COST PENNIES, BUT SAVE DOLLARS!
Order from your Hytron jobber today

NYTRON SOLDERING AID

HYTRON SOLDERING AID - 49¢ net. Fork tip effortlessly, quickly unwraps
"mechanically solid" joints. Straddles wire, grips, unwraps, pulls it free. Guides new wire;
holds it firm while soldering. Spade tip reams solder from lug hole; pushes other wires aside.
Tips are hardened, "wist-proof, insulated, hard -chromed to shed solder. Tool handles like
pencil. Reaches eight spots. Has dozens of other uses.

HYTRON TUBE LIFTER - 15t net. Lift 'em all the e -a -s -y prybar way: Tubes
(GT, G, standard, lock -in, metal). Vibrators and plugs (Jones, Amphenoll - and knobs. A
natural for compact auto radios, etc. Slotted end lifts lock -ins, snap -in trimounts ... easily,
safely. Of stainless steel with comfortable rolled edges.

1,110 fir i

HYTRON TUBE SAPPER - net. Handy combination pencil, eraser and
tube tapper. Discovers microphonism, shorts, and opens in tubes, etc. Compact, non-
metallic, rugged. Doubles in brass for writing orders, etc.

HYTRON TUBE PULLER
- 750 net. Pull or insert
7 -pin miniatures the e -a -s -y
way. Neoprene rubber puller
works by suction and friction
on top of tube. Positive grip.
Reaches tight spots. Another
Hytron time - temper - and -
money saver.

HYTRON AUTO RADIO TOOL
240 net. Substitutes for control cables of
universal auto radio. Quickly, precisely turns
set on/off, tunes, adjusts volume and tone,
re -aligns dial. Square also fits splines. Vee
fits spade and other key fittings. Minimum
backlash. Compact. Bright -zinc plated. Non -
rolling large handle for fine
adjustments.

Affatl
A HYTRON TOOL

fv,
SERVICEMEN

HYTRON PIN STRAIGHTENERS,
7 -Pin and 9 -Pin - 55¢ net ea.
You merely press tube gently into Hytron
Straightener until button base seats
squarely. Presto, piss are straight! Fast ...
safe. Avoiding one broken tube pays for
Straightener twice over. Precise, stainless -
steel insertion die Comfortable knurled
aluminum holder. For hand, bench or tube
tester use.

MAIN OFFICE:
SALEM, MASSACHU!ET'S

YTRD
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The Sangamo line offers 34 types of mica,
paper, and electrolytic capacitors to take care
of practically any replacement requirement in the
radio and television field.

For example, the line includes Sangamo Micas,
which have enjoyed a reputation for excellence
throughout the radio and electronic industry
since 1923. It includes the famous "Redskin"
. . . the plastic molded paper tubular that is
easy to work with because the flexible
leads can't pull out. It includes a complete
range of Electrolytics that will measure up to
the toughest assignments in exacting applications
where ordinary electrolytics might cause
premature failure.

Sangamo Capacitors are packaged in distinctively
designed cartons that you can identify with
ease and that make inventory simple.

A trial of Sangamo Capacitors will convince you.
Stock up at your Jobber.

Vowt, atotaastee eDfbeouieraPericsveowece

CAPACITORS

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

to IN CANADA:SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO

V.)
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"The Professional Radio -Television man's

Magazine"- published monthly. All articles

are exclusive and timely. Practically every

issue is worth what an entire I year sub-

scription costs.

SAVE Up to $1.00 each.
Form a Group,
Service Dealers

Subscribe to "RTSD"-
* The more in a group the bigger the savings.
6 men in a group save $1.00 each; 4 men groups
save $ .75 per man. Present "RTSD" subscribers
may participate in or form a group with co-
workers, or even competitors. Still active sub-
scriptions are automatically extended I year.

Start a Group today! The timely and exclusive
technical data appearing in future issues of
"RTSD" will make this the best investment you
ever made. The special Group Rate offer may
be withdrawn at any time-so hurry.

Use This Coupon For Convenience
(The coupon below can be used for from I to 6 subscription orders. Use it today!)

TEAR OUT -

RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER MAGAZINE
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Please enter I
year subscription orders for the names

given below. Our remittance is enclosed.

NOTE: If you do not wish to tear this order blank out, just print or
type the information on a single sheet of paper, following the style
given. Each subscriber's occupation must be clearly described.

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

MAIL TODAY

In U.S.A.
& Canada

Foreign
Rates

 One 1 -year subscription $2.00 $3.00
 Two 1 -year subscriptions, each 1.75 2.75
 Three I -year subscriptions, 1.50 2.50
 Four I -year subscriptions, 1.25 2.25
 Five I -year subscriptions, 1.10 2.00
0 Six 1 -year subscriptions, 1.00 1.50

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 
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PROOF IS IN RESULTS! Nation-wide TV
Advertising Delivers Thousands of Sales-Every Week!

Over 50 key TV stations demonstrate Alliance Tenna-Rotor to
7 million viewers! Tenna-Rotor is the only TV accessory backed
by a powerful, sustained television campaign-national in
scope! Hundreds of thousands of AllianceTenna-Rotors are in use!

Alliance Tenna -Rotor offers faster installation with Alliance
4 -conductor "Zip" cable-Works in all weather-Guaranteed
for one year-Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories.

NEW DELUXE MODEL HIR IS FULLY AUTOMATIC!

WINNING COMBINATION! 1,1
Just Set It and Forget It!

The only fully automatic
rotator. Set the pointer-
antennia turns to that point
and stops! North - East -
South - West - direction
indicator dial shows exact
antenna position at all
times. Extremely accurate!

MODEL HIR TENNA - ROTOR

ALLIANCE TENNA-SCOPE
-the New TV Booster ! Fea-
tures one simple control.
Automatic on -off switch.
Gives maximum uniform
high gain on all channels
-quick to install! Ass
excellent companion
item to Tenna -Rotor.

TENNA-SCOPE

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY Alliance, Ohio



THE QUALITY OF RCA TUBES IS UNQUESTIONED

gai,7eard,
Most used ... by brand

and by type ... RCA kinescopes

are the fast-moving

profit makers

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELEC7L'ON TUBES HAR.9150:1,

IN PICTURE TUBES...
The largest and most profitable replacement business
in television picture tubes comes from the types used
in most television receivers . . . the Best Sellers.

RCA's types are Best Sellers. There are more of
them in actual use in TV receivers than any other
brand. Industry choice of these high -volume types
reflects to your advantage. Inventory and stocking
problems are simplified ... and you have the assurance
of rapid, profitable turnover.

In addition, when you sell RCA kinescopes, you
gain from customer confidence in the RCA brand ...
solidly established by the proved performance of RCA
kinescopes in millions of television receivers.

Remember, too, that the quality and dependability
of RCA kinescopes mean fewer service failures and
fewer costly call-backs. There is, therefore, more
profit in every RCA kinescope you sell.

Always keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor



IF YOU SERVICE TV, YOU KNOW THIS!
Customers are quick to see imperfections. Much
slower to hear them. Therefore premium -quality
Hytron receiving tubes for the tougher TV jobs.
At no extra cost! You gain also: Through fewer
expensive service call-backs. Better customer
satisfaction and confidence. More profits.

How does Hytron do it? By working closely with
leading TV set manufacturers. By endless striving

to better already superior performance. By im-
proved design ...processing ...inspection ...testing.

Try Hytron TV receiving tubes: 1X2A, 5U4G,
6AG5, 6AL5, 6AU6, 6BC5, 6BG6G, 6BQ6GT, 6CB6,
6SN7GT, 6V6GT, 6W4GT, 12BH7, 25BQ6GT, etc.
Also Hytron rectangular picture tubes: 14BP4,
16RP4, 17BP4A, 20CP4. You pay no more for
Hytron. But see the difference yourself ... on the
TV screen ...on your cash register.

THEY COST PENNIES, BUT SAVE DOLLARS!
Order from your Hytron jobber today

Nyyi9N SOLDERING. Alp

HYTRON SOLDERING AID - 49¢ net. Fork tip effortlessly, quickly unwraps
"mechanically solid" joints. Straddles wire, grips, unwraps, pulls it free. Guides new wire;
holds it firm while soldering. Spade tip reams solder from lug hole; pushes other wires aside.
Tips are hardened, .wist-proof, insulated, hard -chromed to shed solder. Tool handles like
pencil. Reaches tight spots. Has dozens of other uses.

HYTRON TUBE LIFTER - 15t4 net. Lift 'em all the e -a -s -y prybar way: Tubes
(GT, G, standard, lack -In, metal). Vibrators and plugs (Jones, Amphenoll - and knobs. A
natural for compact auto radios, etc. Slotted end lifts lock -ins, snap -in trimounts ... easily,
safely. Of stainless steel with comfortable rolled edges.

HYTRON TUBE 'TAPPER - net. Handy combination pencil, eraser and
tube tapper. Discovers microphonism, shorts, and opens in tubes, etc. Compact, non-
metallic, rugged. Doubles in brass for writing orders, etc.

iHYTRON TUBE PULLER
- 75¢ net. Pull or insert
7 -pin miniatures the e -a -s -y
way. Neoprene rubber puller
works by suction and friction
on top of tube. Positive grip.
Reaches tight spots. Another
Hytron time - temper - and -
money saver.

HYTRON AUTO RADIO TOOL -
24¢ net. Substitutes for control cables of
universal auto radio. Quickly, precisely turns
set on, off, tunes, adjusts volume and tone,
re -aligns dial. Square also fits splines. Vee
fits spade and other key fittings. Minimum
backlash. Compact. Bright -zinc plated. Non -
rolling large handle for fine
adjustments.

Igati
A HYTRON TOOL

fn,
SERVICEMEN

HYTRON PIN STRAIGHTENERS,
7 -Pin and 9 -Pin - 550 net ea.
You merely press tube gently into Hytron
Straightener until button base seats
squarely. Presto, piss are straight! Fast ...
safe. Avoiding one broken tube pays for
Straightener twice over. Precise, stainless -
steel insertion die Comfortable knurled
aluminum holder. For hand, bench or tube
tester use.

MAIN OFFICE:
SALEM, MASSACHLISET-S
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DUBL - EE 
PATENT PENDING r

ANTENNA

By applying the proven "end -fire" principle
to TV antennas the WORKSHOP DUBL-VEE set the pace for 1950. Its

quick acceptance - over 80,000 installed in three short months - is a
testimonial toWORKSHOP'S acknowledged leadership in antenna design
and engineering.

The DUBL-VEE is typical of WORKSHOP an-
tennas in other fields - commercial, amateur and aircraft. In every
instance, advanced engineering and outstanding performance have
established ready acceptance. You know when you specify the DUBL-
VEE, or any other WORKSHOP antenna, that you are getting the best.

Write for Bulletin E

THE WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES,
135 CRESCENT ROAD, NEEDHAM 94, MASSACHUSETTS

nc.

any serviceman knowing he would be
prosecuted for malpractice would
cease and desist evildoings pronto.
The only catch is that at present
ARSNY's treasury is low and if many
legal actions were required, it might
fast become depleted. To prevent such
an event from occuring, it would
seem advisable for set distributors
and manufacturers to contribute to
the ARSNY legal fund, knowing that
their money is merely being placed in
care of ARSNY to be used only when
and if such expenditure becomes nec-
essary. Police action of the TV service
industry by the industry itself is the
surest and quickest way of accom-
plishing desired results. Manufactur-
ers and dealers have done nothing to
protect the public; now it is incum-
bent upon the servicemen to handle
the matter themselves.

Injunction Stops Immediate Color
TV -casts by Non -Compatible CBS
Method

J udges Major, Sullivan and LaBuy,
sitting in the Circuit Court in Chicago
on November 14th and 15th, heard
RCA and many other TV manufac-
turers request that FCC and CBS be
restrained from beginning color trans-
mission on Nov. 20th. Anyone not
legally trained who heard both sides
of the case would agree that the
Judges' decision to issue a temporary
restraining order favoring RCA et
als was fitting and proper. For ex-
ample, it seemed to us that FCC's
main contention was merely to the
effect that "we have studied this mat-
ter for a long time and now we want
to wind it up, so, having decided in
favor of the CBS system, why not
let it go at that ?" In contrast, RCA
et als came up with some basically
sound points in their argument, out-
standing of which were these: 1) - a
good, compatible color TV system is
not yet available, so why try to foist
upon a public (that doesn't care one
way or the other about a system's
technical makeup) something that
will cost the present-day TVset own-
ers 2% billions of dollars. 2) why
accept a system that will not have
for a very long period of time much
of an audience, because it is generally
conceded that none of the major set
makers intended to swing their pro-
duction from conventional black and
white TV models to a mechanical
system that would cost vastly more,
have but limited sale, look atrocious,
and most important, not be able to
bring to people the worthwhile TV
commercially sponsored programs. 3)
- the trend is. towards large size
picture screens by popular demand,

[Continued on page 401
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WeeiA INEXPENSIVE MODEL S-2

ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT
Twice _as much fun with your oscilloscope
- observe two traces at once - see both

the input and output traces of an amplifier,
and amazingly you can control the size and
position of each trace separately - super-
impose them for comparison or separate for
observation-no connections inside scope.

All operation electronic, nothing mechani-
cal - ideal for classroom demonstrations

- checking for intermittents, etc. Distor-

tion, phase shift and other defects show
up instantly. Can be used with any type
or make of oscilloscope. So inexpensive
you can't afford to be without one.

Has individual gain controls, position-
ing control and coarse and fine switching
rate controls - can also be used as square
wave generator over limited range. 110
Volt transformer operated comes complete
with tubes, cabinet and all parts. Occupies
very little space beside the scope. Better
get one. You'll enjoy it immensely. Model

S-2. Shipping Wt., 11 lbs.

MO./ A1M1T
WHINTMMMIJOW

13 E. 40th ST.
NEW YORK CITY (16T

CAM: /13.134.1. Y.

$195?

MODEL 0-6 PUSH-PULL

* New AC and DC push-pull amplifier.

* New step attenuator frequency compensated input.

* New non frequency discriminating input control.

* New heavy duty power transformer has 68% less magnetic
field.

* New filter condenser has separate vertical and horizontal
sections.

* New intensity circuit gives greater brilliance.

* Improved amplifiers for better response useful to 2 megacycles.

* High gain amplifiers .04 Volts RMS per inch deflection.

* Improved Allegheny Ludlum magnetic metal CR tube shield.

* New synchronization circuit works with either positive or nega-
tive peaks of signal.

* New extended range sweep circuit 15 cycles to over 100,000
cycles.

* Both vertical and horizontal amplifier use push-pull pentodes
for maximum gain.

The new 1951 Heathkit Push -Pull Oscilloscope Kit is again the best
buy. No other kit offers half the features - check them.
Measure either AC or DC on this new scope - the first oscilloscope
under $100.00 with a DC amplifier.
The vertical amplifier has frequency compensated step attenuator input
into a cathode follower stage. The gain control is of the non frequency
discriminating type - accurate response at any setting. A push-pull
pentode stage feeds the C.R. tube. New type positioning control has
wide range for observing any portion of the trace.
The horizontal amplifiers are direct coupled to the C.R. tube and may
be used as either AC or DC amplifiers. Separate binding posts are
provided for AC or DC.
The multivibrator type sweep generator has new frequency compen-
sation for the high range it covers; 15 cycles to cover 100,000 cycles
The new model 0.6 Scope uses 10 tubes in all - several more than
any other. Only Heathkit Scopes have all the features.
New husky heavy duty power transformer has 50% more laminations.
It runs cool and has the lowest possible magnetic field. A complete
electrostatic shield covers primary and other necessary windings and
has lead brought out for proper grounding.
The new filter condenser has separate filters for the vertical and
horizontal screen grids and prevents interaction between them.
An improved intensity circuit provides almost double previous bril-
liance and better intensity modulation.
A new synchronization circuit allows the trace to be synchronized
with either the positive or negative pulse, an important feature in
observing the complex pulses encountered in television servicing.
The magnetic alloy shield supplied for the C.R. tube is of new design
and uses a special metal developed by Allegheny Ludlum for such
applications.
The Heathkit scope cabinet is of aluminum alloy for lightness of
portability.
The kit is complete, all tubes, cabinet, transformer, controls, grid
screen, tube shield, etc. The instruction manual has complete
step-by-step assembly and pictorials of every section. Compare it
with all others and you will buy a Heathkit. Model 0-6 Shipping
Wt., 30 lbs.

. BENTON HARBOR 12, MICHIGAN
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This article discusses the basic theory
of keyed a.g.c. as well as various com-
mercial circuits and their applications.

Inoperative a.g.c. can cause excessive contrast, weav-
ing of picture and sync instability when a strong station
is tuned in.

by Matthew Mandl

OPERATION & SERVICE
of KEYED AGC SYSTEMS

Fig. I. Basic circuit of conventional
a -g -c system.

IN their later model television re-
ceivers most manufacturers are

using keyed AGC circuits instead of
the older, more conventional type of
automatic gain control. The reason
for this is because of the superiority
of keyed a.g.c. in terms of noise sup-
pression and the reduction of airplane
flutter. Since these advantages are
achieved primarily by circuit design
rather than by adding a number of
extra tubes or parts to the conven-
tional system, the manufacturer is
enabled to improve his receiver with-
out material increase in costs.

The keyed a.g.c. process is more
easily understood by comparing it
with the older, conventional method.

The latter, in its basic form, is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the detected
composite video signal is injected
into the circuit in a positive -going
polarity. This causes the a -g -c diode
to conduct, charging Cl to the peak
value of the sync tips. The time
constant of R1 and C2 is made quite
long so that Cl will remain charged
to almost full value between sync
tips. The charge across Cl appears
across R1 and represents the a -g -c
voltage which is used to establish
the bias level on the r-f/i-f picture
amplifier tubes of the receiver. Po-
tentiometer R1 can be adjusted to
get the proper degree of bias control
on the amplifier tubes.

While the amplitude of the picture
signal varies during transmission, the
level of the sync tips is held con-
stant at the transmitter. The bias
developed in the a -g -c system, there-
fore, will also be held at a fixed
value unless the station fades. If
this occurs, there will be less voltage
available at the a -g -c tube and the
charge across capacitor C/ will de-
crease in proportion. This, in turn,
decreases the negative bias applied to
the amplifier tubes and thereby in-
creases the gain of these stages to
compensate for the fading.

Inasmuch as the vertical sync pulses
(60 cps) are also present in the com-
posite video signal applied to the

a -g -c circuit, the long time constant
is necessary to filter these out. Because
of this long time constant, the a -g -c
voltage is relatively unaffected for
any changes in signal amplitude un-
less this change occurs over an ap-
preciable time interval. Thus, this
system does not respond to the rapid
increase and decrease of signal
caused by reflections from an air-
plane.

Besides this,. if the signal to noise
ratio in the area is poor, the noise
impulses may add a sufficient voltage
to the a -g -c system to materially de-
crease the gain of the amplifiers due
to the excess bias which is developed.
This proves of decided disadvantage,
and cannot be corrected by the con-
trast control, for the latter is usually
located in the video amplifier stages
when a.g.c. is used.

In some of the earlier receivers an
extra tube was employed for noise
filtering, but this added to manu-
facturing costs and still left unsolved
the case of airplane flutter. With the
advent of keyed a.g.c., however, both
problems were solved with a circuit
virtually as simple as the conven-
tional a.g.c. but much more ingenious
in design principles.

How Keyed AGC Functions
Figure 2 shows the basic keyed a -g -c

circuit. Here, a small positive voltage
is applied to the cathode which, in
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Fig. 2. Basic circuit of keyed a -g -c
system.

turn, will make the plate negative
with respect to this positive potential.
The plate cannot conduct, therefore,
unless this negative charge is over-
come. A positive going, spike -appear-
ing voltage is procured from the
horizontal deflection circuits and ap-
plied to the plate of the a -g -c tube.
This positive spike is of sufficient
amplitude to overcome the negative
charge on the plate and cause the
tube to conduct. Tube conduction
occurs, therefore, at the 15,750 rate
of the horizontal sweep circuit, or
once every 15,750th second.

The composite video signal from
the detector, or the blanking and
sync tips from the sync amplifier are
applied to the grid of the a -g -c tube.
The bias is so arranged that only the
sync tips will allow the tube to con-
duct-that is, the bias is set so far
negative that it takes virtually the
entire amplitude of the positive blank-
ing-sync tip signal to decrease bias
sufficiently to allow current flow
through the tube.

We have, therefore, a condition
where neither the grid signal alone,
or the spiked pulse on the plate alone,
will cause conduction of the tube.
Both must be present in order for
the tube to function. Inasmuch as
the sync tips are keeping the hori-
zontal oscillator in proper frequency
lock, both sync tips and horizontal
pulse will occur at the same time. If
the station fades, the sync tips will
be lower in amplitude and cause less
current flow through the tube, and
thus develop less a -g -c bias voltage
at the output. Less bias on the am-
plifier stages will increase their gain
and compensate for the decreased
signal due to fading.

Inasmuch as the a -g -c tube does
not conduct between sync pulses, the
video signals or any noise signals
riding on them have no influence on
the a -g -c voltage. At the same time
the filter circuit at the plate need not
have a long time oonstant, for it is

only necessary to filter out the 15,750
ripple frequency. The relatively short-
er time constant makes the system
sensitive to the rapid changes of sig-
nal due to airplanes.

Typical Commercial Circuits
Figure 3 indicates the type of keyed

a.g.c. employed by Westinghouse in
various models of their receivers
using the V-2150 series chassis. The
similarity between this and Fig. 2
is readily apparent, the only innova-
tion being the use of a 150 ohm sec-
tion of twin lead from the horizontal
circuits to the plate of the 6BH6

VIDEO
DET

TO 3rd.
VIDEOLF
TRANSF.

200
MMFD.

120K

+150 V.

FILTER
NETWORK

A.G.C. VOLTAGE
TO

I.F. STAGES

TO VIDEO
AMP.

TO HORIZ.
SWEEP

CIRCUITS

.01

0.1

<

150
MMFD.

Fig. 4. Zenith a -g -c system.

a -g -c tube. The capacity existing be-
tween the two wires of the transmis-
sion line is used for coupling the
spiked pulse to the plate of the a -g -c
tube. The 130 volts screen potential
is dropped down to 95 volts for the
positive potential necessary at the
cathode. Sync pules from the first

sync amplifier are applied to the grid
of the 613116 and serve to key the
system into operation.

The correct amount of bias for
proper operation of the a.g.c. is estab-
lished by the relationship of the plus
voltage at the grid and that at the
cathode. The voltage at the grid due
to direct coupling from the 1st sync
amplifier is approximately 70 volts.
The positive potential of approxi-
mately 95 volts at the cathode, will
make the grid negative with respect
to the cathode by the difffference be-
tween the two voltags, or 25 volts.

Figure 4 shows the type of a -g -o
circuit used by Zenith in their 24G20
series TV receivers. Zenith refers to
their system as "Gated AGO" and
its function is essentially the same
as the keyed systems previously dis-
cussed. The a -g -c triode is one-half
of the 12AT7 which also contains the
video detector. The i-f signal from
the secondary of the 3rd i-f trans-
former is applied to the grid of the
a -g -c tube through a 200aaf coupling
capacitor. During the positive half -
cycles of this i-f voltage plate con-
duction occurs because of the pres-
ence of 15,750 cps pulses from the
horizontal oscillator. Since the fre-
quency of grid and plate signals co-
incide, the a.g.c. has an "open gate
condition" only during the time dura-
tion of the applied sync pulses. Dur-
ing the interval between pulses the
tube is non-conductive (gate closed)
and therefore immune to noise sig-
nals present between horizontal sync
time. The period of tube conduction
can be changed by the potentiometer
in the cathode circuit.

Some keyed a -g -c systems utilize
more than one tube if additional re-
finements or greater a -g -c control is
desired. An example of this may be
found in the DuMont TV receivers
and the one employed in their Model
RA -105 is shown in Fig. 5.

1st SYNC.
AMP.

12AT7

SECTION OF 15012 TWIN -LEAD ------
PROVIDING CAPACITY COUPLING

22K

+ 130 V.

K

A.G.C.
KEYING

6BH6

+95 V. ANVvVV---
2.2 K

10K

+130 V.

2200

.01

FROM
HORIZ.
OUTPUT

A.G.C.
VOLTAGEVOLTAGE
TO GRIDS

OF I.F. AMPS.

Fig. 3. Basic circuit of keyed a -g -c system used by Westinghouse.
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The signal from the output of the
video i-f stage is applied to the plate
of the a -g -c diode 6AL5 tube. As with
the Zenith previously discussed, this
tube conducts on the positive half
cycle of the input signal sync pulses.
An RC filter is used to couple the volt-
age present in the cathode circuit to
the grid of the 6AT6. This means that
the grid receives a positive d -c voltage
which has an amplitude depending
on picture signal, and this d.c. con-
trols the gain of the triode portion
of the 6AT6 tube. A 15,750 signal
which is primarily a square wave is
also applied to the grid of V209 and
this is procured from the plate of
the horizontal oscillator. This square
wave signal is also amplified by the
triode, though the gain depends on
the d -c signal derived from the 6AL5
a -g -c diode.

The amplified signal appearing in
the plate of the triode section is
coupled to the upper of two diode
plates in the same tube envelope. The
diode rectifiies this signal and there-
by develops a negative potential
which appears across R246 and R247.
The filter network (R244 and C226)
smooths out variations and assures
substantially ripple free d.c. for a -g -c
bias purposes at the grids of the pic-
ture i-f stages. When the incoming
signal to the receiver changes in am-
plitude, the gain of the triode is al-
tered and the resultant bias corrected
to compensate for the changes in the
received signal.

Circuit variations other than those
shown in the foregoing examples will,
of course, be encountered in the field.
Essentially however, all keyed a -g -c
systems function on the same basic
principles-bias is developed during
tube conduction, and the latter can
only occur when both sync tips and
horizontal sweep signal are applied
to the a -g -c circuit simultaneously.

FROM 3rd. VIDEO I.F. AMP.

TO PIX
I.F. STAGES

A.G.C.
VOLT.

R246

C226

R247

C291

V209
6AT6

R250

4
TO PLATE OF
HORIZ. OSC.

R251

6/4_5
V204

A.G.C. DIODE

R252

R345

Fig. 5. DuMont a -g -c system.

Service Notes

Because the purpose of any a -g -c
system is to maintain a constant pic-
ture signal level by controlling the
bits applied to the r-f/i-f stages, the
lack of such bias is a positive indica-
tion of a -g -c circuit failure. The best
method for ascertaining the presence
of the a -g -c bias is to tune the re-
ceiver to a station and measure the
voltage existing at the grid of the
first or second video i-f amplifiers.
Ilse only a vacuum tube voltmeter so
that the impedance of the measuring
device will not materially effect the
circuit. The bias should change when
the receiver is tuned to other chan-
nels. A stronger station should de-
velop greater bias, while a decrease
in the a -g -c bias will be noticed for
the weaker stations. Figure 6 shows
a typical a -g -c filter network usually
found in the i-f stages, and method
for measuring a -g -c voltage is also

Fig. 6. Method for testing a -g -c voltages.

shown. The VTVM should be switched
to read minus d -c voltage.

A change in tube characteristics or
complete failure of the a -g -c tube
is a common cause for faulty a -g -c
operation. If tube conduction had
decreased, sufficient bias will not be
available for strong signal inputs,
and in consequence the stages are
overloaded. Bending and tearing of
the signal appearing on the screen
will result. This is identical to the
condition set up in sets not having
a.g.c., where the contrast control is
set up too far on a strong local
station.

An open circuit in the line feeding
the pulse from the horizontal circuits
to the plate of the a.g.c will also
cause failure of a.g.c., because the
tube will no longer conduct. The re-
sutant zero bias will cause excessive
gain, and this uncontrolled amplifi-
cation will again result in picture
instability and excess contrast.

Filter capacitors C2 and C3 in
Fig. 6 usually give little trouble be-
cause very little d -c voltage appears
across them. When these give trouble,
it is usually due to a capacitor which
was defective or poorly constructed
during manufacture. Occasionally
these will be damaged by excessive
heat generated by other components
which have been placed too close. A
shorted C2 and C3 will, of course,
short out the a -g -c voltage and again
the r -f or i-f amplifier tubes will be
running with excess gain due to in-
sufficient bias. Opening one side of
these capacitors and checking with
an ohmmeter will establish whether

[Continued on page 44]
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Sampaq )2thniegtkii
APPLIED TO TELEVISION

by EDWA 11 IL NOLL
(Author of "Television for Radiomen")

In last month's article, sampling & multiplex techniques were introduced. Practical
examples of sampling technique have been demonstrated by the RCA color television
system and by the high defintion black and white experiments conducted by the
Philco Corporation. The use of sampling has permitted RCA to produce a color picture
with excellent resolution on only a six megacycle channel. Sampling in black and
white systems has permitted monochrome resolution figures approximately double
that which can be obtained by our present commercial system in a standard 6

megacycle spectrum.

,
N our present black and white
television system a possible max-

imum of 400 horizontal elements can
be conveyed from transmitter to re-
ceiver. Frequency response of the
system to convey these 400 elements
must be in excess of 3t megacycles.
RCA Color TV System

Inasmuch as the frequency com-
ponents in a video signal extend up
to this high frequency, sampling rate
must be exceptionally high. In the
RCA system a sampling rate of 3.8
megacycles is recommended. This
would at first seem to limit the high
response to one-half of this frequency
rate or 1.9 megacycles. However, in
the RCA system a method of mixed
highs is employed to obtain an equiva-
lent resolution. Thus a sampling rate
of 3.8 megacycles, use of mixed -high
transmission, and a method of dot
interlacing permit a high resolution
color picture to be conveyed.

A color system, Fig. 1, uses three
color interpretations-green, red and
blue. Each of the color signals feed
a low pass video amplifier which has
a frequency range up to 2 megacycles.
The output of these amplifiers are
sampled at a 3.8 megacycle rate, break-
ing, up the individual color video
signals, up to a frequency limit of 2
megacycles (approximately one-half
the sampling rate frequency). The
frequencies in excess of 2 megacycles
(from 2 to 4 megacycles) are mixed
together in a mixer or added produc-

THREE
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SIGNALS

SAMPLING
RATE

SINE -WAVES

SAMPLED
PULSES

AT
RECEIVER

SAMPLING
LINES ON
PICTURE

TUBE GRID

cef,,t ..........

....r110

I 1ORBGRBGRBGR

----------

B etc.

, 0, '11 ,1,4
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I
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Fig. 2. Method of converting individual color signals into 3.8 me sine waves.
At the receiver a separate sampling circuit separates the colors and impresses

them on the picture tube in their proper phase and amplitude relations.

ing a composite signal from the three
colors which is representative of the
definition of the picture in form of
half -tone levels. It has been found
that the definition of the picture is
represented in the higher frequencies
and that they need not be broken

up into individual color elements to
reproduce a highly resolved picture.
Frequencies below 2 megacycles are
apportioned, sampled and broken up
into color levels that are a function
of the amplitude levels of the three
basic colors in the object.
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Fig. I. Block diagrams of RCA color system for transmitter and receiver.

A standard scanning sequence is
used for each camera and the output
of the sync generator used must not
be too different from that used in
present commercial practice. A spe-
cial pulse is used, however, to control
the sampling generator which forms
a pulse that keys the output of the
three color video amplifiers at the
proper instant permitting their sig-
nals to reach the output mixer video
amplifier.

The action of the sampling system
can be seen from the waveforms of
Fig. 2. Each of the individual colors
in accordance with their respective
amplitudes and variations are sampled
and produce corresponding pulses at
the output of the sampling system.
Again, the repetition rate of these
pulses is the 3.8 megacycles interrup-
tion frequency, and as they are passed
through the mixer video amplifier,
which has a frequency response no

higher than 4 megacycles, the pulses
are converted into a 3.8 megacycle
sine wave. Again the amplitude of
this sine wave is a function of the
amplitude of the pulse and, therefore,
a function of the individual color
intensities.

It is to be observed there is a sep-
arate train of 3.8 megacycle sine waves
for each color. Relation between these
respective sine waves is such that other
two sine waves are passing through
zero or below at the instant any one
sine wave is at its crest value. Thus
the crest of the sine wave represents
the peak amplitude of the pulse from
which it was derived. If these three
sine waves are added, a composite sine
wave of this same frequency is ob-
tained, amplitude and phase of which
is a function of the respective ampli-
tudes of the three sine waves that
form it. The average level of this
composite is a function of the d -c

TO BMc
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SAMPLING
GENERATOR

3-4 Mc

FROM
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GEN.
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AMP
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RECEIVER
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VIDEO
AMP

TO
PIX
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Fig. 3. Sampling principles applied to black and white transmission for high
definition transmission and reception.

components of brightness of these
various color signals which make up
the composite. As observed from the
original color sine waves, the average
level of each is a function of the
average brightness of that color over
a finite time. Thus the instantaneous
variation and the average brightness
level of each color is conveyed by the
sampling system. The color composite
video signal is combined with the
mixed -highs output of the filter (which
only passes the mixed -highs) to pro-
duce the complete video signal that
is used to modulate (after proper am-
plification and insertion of pulses)
the carrier of the color picture trans-
mitter.

Color Receiver
At the receiver this information is

picked up in a receiver using a con-
ventional r -f and i-f section. The color
video signal at the output of the video
detector is applied to a sampler cir-
cuit which has been synchronized with
the operation of the sampler at the
transmitter. Thus the video signal is
again broken up into 3.8 megacycle
pulse components, one group of pulses
for each basic color. The pulses are
segregated into three separate color
video amplifiers again and will be
used to excite three separate picture
tube grids. Frequency response of the
individual video amplifiers is not
much in excess of the 3.8 megacycle
sampling rate. Nevertheless, each video
amplifier is capable of passing the in-
dividual color samples in the form of
a 3.8 megacycle sine wave and along

[Continued on page 42]
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FRONT ENDS
Samuel 1.. Marshall

(From a fortliv(),,,i,,a book, "Television Installation Techniques")

THE alignment of TV Front Ends
consists essentially of two sets

of operations. The first is to obtain
the required bandwidth and gain, this
being accomplished by :

1. Adjusting suitable capacitance
trimmers which control the response
characteristics over certain frequen-
cy limits.

2. Adjusting the circuit inductances
for optimum response. The second set
of operations consists of adjusting the
oscillator trimmers so that the correct
i-f response is produced in the plate
circuit of the mixer.

In general, Front Ends may be
interchanged with slight alterations
between split -sound and intercarrier
receivers. Basically, all one has to do
in order to adapt a Front End de-
signed for split -sound use to inter -
carrier operation is to remove the
sound trap. In some receivers the lat-
ter is used to partially attenuate the
sound signal as required in intercar-
rier reception. For purposes of ex-
planation, the block diagrams of in-
tercarrier and split -sound systems are
shown in Fig. 3-45.
Response Curves

A typical set of response curves
corresponding to the output obtained
at point A in both systems is shown
in Fig. 3-46. This set of curves repre-

PICTURE SOUND
/CARRIER

CHANNEL.
2

Part 6

In this installment the basic principles of alignment
are discussed together v ith necessary precautions to he
followed do insure obser% at ion of the proper response
cid es. t it, pica I alignment procedure is included.

,111111
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®
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Fig. 3-45: Front portions of split -sound (A) receiver, and intercarrier (B)
receiver.
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Fig. 3-46: Typical set of r -f response curves obtained in a commercial receiver.

sents the r -f output for either type
of receiver. Notice that in each curve
the response is fairly symmetrical
around the center frequency of each
channel, no attempt being made at
this point to favor the sound or video
carriers at either end of the channels.

The response at the output of the
mixer (point B) is also symmetrical;
this time, however, the center fre-
quency is at the center of the i-f
band. In all types of receivers a con-
verter transformer is connected at
the output of the mixer tube so that
the i-f response curve is first influ-
enced by this component. Then, as
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Fig. 3-47A: Correct partial i-f re-
sponse curve-split sound.

the signal leaves the plate circuit of
this transformer and enters the va-
rious video and sound i-f stages its
response may be further influenced
by other circuit components such as
sound and adjacent channel traps.

Many split -sound receivers allow
the sound signal to be amplified to-
gether with the video i-f signal for one
or two stages of overall amplification
before the sound is diverted to the
sound i-f section. This is indicated
by the dotted lines shown in Fig.
3-45A. The i-f response after adjust-
ment of the sound trap appears as
shown in Fig. 3-47A. This corresponds
to the output at point C in Fig. 3-45A.

Proper intercarrier operation re-
quires that the sound i-f carrier level
be reduced to about 5% of the cor-
responding video i-f level. This reduc-
tion usually takes place in the con-
verter output or in one of the earlier
video i-f stages. Figure 3-47B illus-
trates the i-f response taken at point
C of Fig. 3-45B.

Alignment
It will be recalled that symmetrical

response curves around the center r -f
frequency are called for when align -

Fig. 3-47B: Correct partial i-f re-
curve-intercarrier.sponse

ing r -f stages. Because of the wide
frequency range of these response
curves it is difficult to align these
stages with a single frequency and an
output meter as is the general prac-
tice in AM receivers. Instead, it be-
comes necessary to employ a sweep
generator capable of inserting a wide
band of frequencies into the r -f stages,
and to adjust the various trimmers
so that the required response curve
a; observed on an oscilloscope is ob-
tained.

A typical test set-up of this type is
illustrated in Fig. 3-48. Certain equip-
ment must be used and basic rules ob-
served in hook-ups of this type which
apply to all alignments of this nature.
These are as follows:

I. Sweep: The amount of sweep
employed should be more than enough
to encompass a complete r -f band-
width. Because the r -f stage response
is generally greater than 6 me recom-
mended r -f sweep settings are 15 mc.

2. H -F Probe: The type of signal
at all r -f points except in the grid
circuit of the mixer is a modulated
r.f. Measurements made at these
points, in order to be observed, re -

SWEEP GEN.

o 0
OUTPUT SWEEP

MATCHING
NETWORK

C R 0

0
HORIZ.

0
VERT

0

0

IN.

11/2 to 41/2 Volt --
battery as required

FRONT
END 0

OUT.

0 ---

REGULAR PROBE

H.F.
I PROBE

Used at points on
Front which have not

been detected

Fig. 3-48: Basic connections between sweep generator, CRO and Front End
for observing r -f waveforms. Regular probe is used at grid circuit of mixer
which is a point of detection. Crystal or h -f probe is used at other points.
Matching network inserted between sweep generator and Front End is neces-

sary to prevent distortion of waveform due to standing waves.

quire that the signal be demodulated.
For this reason a h -f detector probe
such as is used in an ordinary VTVM
must be connected between the scope
and the point at which the output sig-
nal is observed. A probe of this type
is shown schematically in Fig. 3-49.

At the grid circuit of the mixer tube
the signal is demodulated by virtue
of the detector action of the tube.
Therefore, no r -f probe is necessary at
this point. However, it is customary
to isolate the mixer grid from the

10000
OHMS

r0
OSCILLOSCOPE

loom

0.03

TYPE 6E86
SF AMPLIFIER

(Courtesy RCA,

Fig. 3-49: Typical r -f probe circuit.

probe by inserting a suitable resistor
between the grid return and ground.
A popular value of this resistor is
100K. The scope probe is then con-
nected across this resistor and ground
for measurements 'of the demodulated
waveform present. Commercial Front
Ends generally have this point readily
accessible at some convenient position
on the chassis, and it is referred to
variously as a: tuner test point, looker

MIXER CONVERTER

1/2 6J6

GRID COIL

4.7K

115 K

TRANSE

-OSCILLOSCOPE
TERMINAL

To
VIDEOVIDEO

I. E

RCA 200 E3 Tuner,

Fig. 3-50: Partial schematic of mixer
circuit.

point, oscilloscope point, etc. Figure
3-50 illustrates the partial schematic
of a typical mixer circuit showing
this connection clearly.

3. Marker: It will be recalled that
the r -f response curve observed on a
'scope represents the r -f response of
the circuit to a wide range of fre-
quencies, the latter being injected into
the circuit by the sweep generator.
During alignment it often becomes
necessary to identify the exact fre-
quency at certain points on the curve.
An external oscillator or absorption
circuit is therefore provided which
in effect provides these exact frequen-
cies, and when combined with the
output of the sweep generator results
in a slight break in the response curve
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Fig. 3-51 : Networks for matching generators with impedances of 50, 75, and
92 ohm output to 300 receiver.

corresponding to the frequency of
this oscillator or absorption circuit.
The latter may be contained within
the sweep generator or may be a sep-
arate and external piece of test equip-
ment such as a signal generator. In
any event, to be effective, it must
have a high degree of accuracy-pref-
erably crystal controlled.

The break in the curve may take on
the appearance of a dip or a wiggle
(birdie). The first is produced by an
absorption device such as a wavemeter,
the second by a c -w r -f oscillator. The
output of the marker generator must
be kept as low as possible ; or, if an
absorption circuit is used, the coup-
ling must be as loose as possible,
otherwise serious disruption of the
waveform will result.

4. Impedance Matching: At very
high frequencies, response curve meas-
urements are valueless unless the
sweep generator output terminals are
properly terminated at the input ter-
minals of the receiver. The reason
for this is that at these frequencies
a mismatch of this type results in
standing waves which may or may not
seriously affect the observed waveform.
depending on the amount of mismatch
present in the circuit. It is therefore
advisable that some sort of matching
network be employed between the gen-
erator and the input terminals of the
Front End being aligned. Data
for tynical matching networks for
connecting generators with 50, 75.
and 92 ohm outputs to a 300 ohm
input receiver is given in Fig. 3-51.

5. Connections between units: All
connecting leads should be as short as
Possible. Shielded leads should be used
in the r -f probe, in the 'scone output
probe, in the sweep generator output
probe, in the marker output probe.
and in the connection between the
sweep generator and the horizontal
output terminal of the 'scope.

Ground connections should be made
with care. Wherever, possible all
grounds from the various units should
be connected to a single point on the
chassis. Sometimes peculiar wave -
shapes which change as the operator
touches various units occur. This is
indicative of improper grounding be-
tween units. Some manufacturers
recommend a metal bench top when
aligning Front Ends. While this prac-
tice lends itself to excellent grounding
it is a little dangerous, being a po-
tential source of high voltage shock.

6. Vertical Probe Pickup: Without
signal output from the sweep and
marker generators the vertical ampli-
tude on the 'scope should be zero. Be
sure to make this check, otherwise
the observed waveforms will be worth-

;ess. If any vertical signal does ap-
pear even though the sweep and mark-
er generator outputs are set at zero.
oscillation or hum is present in the
tuner, or external energy is being
picked up by the 'scope probe. At
full 'scope sensitivity a slight vertical
amplitude may be observed. This is
permissible because during the actual
alignment the 'scope sensitivity is in-
variably reduced from its full sensi-
tivity range- and this pickup will not
appear in the final signal.

7. Receiver Feedback: To reduce
possible feedback from the video i-f
stages it is customary to remove the
1st or 2nd i-f tubes during the Front
End allignment. Another possible
source of disturbance is the vertical
blocking oscillator, which can cause
large variations in the "B" plus line.
Removal of this tube in many cases
will result in smoother alignment of
the Front End.

As an example of the principles dis-
cussed in this and previous install-
ments the following alignment pro-
cedure of the Standard Tuner Model
TV 101 Front End is presented. For
the convenience of the reader the
schematic of this tuner which ap-
peared originally in the Sept. issue,
as Fig. 3-24 is presented again as
Fig. 3-52.

I. F. and Trap Alignment

Connect V T V M in series with
10,000 ohm resistor to 2nd detector
video output on main chassis. Remove
tube shield on 6J6 on tuner. Capacity
couple AM Signal Generator to 6J6
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Fig. 3-52: Circuit diagram of Standard Tuner Model TV 101.
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0.1 MFD.
R=1000 OHM POT.
5= S.P.S.T. SWITCH

( MOUNTED ON R).
P= 6.3 V. BROWN BEAD

PILOT LIGHT.

-0.1 MFD.

6V. 90 V. 67', V. 45 V.

I

FIL. 6- 90 1571/2 2021/2
080) V. V. V.

Fig. 3-53: Circuit details of battery
box used to test TV Front Ends.

by slipping tight fitting ungrounded
shield over 6J6 and connect generator
to ungrounded shield. Set frequency
of generator to 21.25 mc. Tune L12
for minimum voltage on VTVM. Set
generator to 21.8 me and tune L11 for
maximum voltage VTVM. Use high
output signal generator at 21.25 me
and low outputon 21.8 me for above
alignment precedure.
R. F. and Mixer Alignment

1. Set station selector switch to
channel 12.

2. Connect oscilloscope through
10,000 ohms to test point 9 (wire
loop on top of tuner).

3. Set bias to 1.5 volts, (a 1.5 volt
battery may be used). Set sharp
tuning control at approximately
midpoint of its tuning range.

4. Feed sweep generator into an-
tenna terminals, sweeping chan-
nel 12.

s. Adjust C2, Cs and C4 for flat -top
response curve and maximum
gain. Check markers on all chan-
nels. They should fall in auto-
matically on all channels.

Oscillator Alignment
1. Turn station selector switch to

channel 12.
2. Connect calibrated crystal sig-

nal generator to one antenna
terminal and ground. Set to
sound carrier frequency 209.75
mc.

3. Connect vacuum tube voltmeter
to d -c output of ratio detector
or discriminator, whichever is
used.

4. Adjust C5 for zero reading on
VTVM between a positive and
negative peak.

5. Check all channels for zero read-
ing on VTVM. It is usually not
necessary to make any further
adjustments. If necessary to
touch up the oscillator coils, the
following procedure is recom-
mended:

Oscillator Re -check (not usually
necessary)

a. Center sharp tuning control
b. Place a non-metalic screwdriver

through opening, and adjust os-
cillator coil on channel 12.

c. This adjustment can be repeat-
ed for all channels or, if nec-
essary, on any single channel.

Conversion From Split Sound To
Inter -Carrier

1. Disconnect green lead from tap
on LI2.

Fig. 3-54: Batteries used in battery box are Eveready 746-41/2v, =744-6y,
#490-90v, #467-67v, #455-45v, or their equivalents.

2. If a 21.25 me trap lb net. re-
quired in first i-f transformer,
remove C15 (68 mmf condenser).
If a 19.75 me trap is required,
replace C15 with an 80 mmf
condenser.

3. The 6AG5 then becomes the 1st
inter -carrier i-f amplifier.

General Procedure
It must be remembered that there

are many different types of Front
Ends in use, each requiring an indi-
vidual alignment sequence. For this
reason the manufacturer's specifica-
tions and instructions should be fol-
lowed in detail during the alignment
of any one unit. However, it will be
found that all alignments follow a
general pattern, this being :

1. Adjusting the antenna and r -f
stages for proper bandpass and gain.

2. Adjusting the oscillator to the
exact frequency required to produce
a required i-f bandpass.

3. Adjusting the converter i-f
transformer to its required frequency.

4. Adjusting the sound or adjacent
channel traps.

Aligning Front Ends Removed From
Receiver

Very often it becomes necessary to
remove the Front End from the re-
ceiver proper in order to align it
properly or to check it for loose con-
nections. To do this the video output
terminals must be terminated in a
load equivalent to the input of the
succeeding i-f stage. An average val-
ue of this load is 10K ohms.

To make tests of this type an ex-
ternal power supply must be used.
Such a supply employed by the writer,
and utilizing batteries only, which
has proven very satisfactory is illus-
trated in Fig. 3-53 and Fig. 3-54. This
battery supply may be used in many
other applications such as testing port-
able receivers. It provides an "A"
supply of 6 volts, a variable "C" sup-
ply of 4% volts, and "B" voltage taps
of approximately 90, 150 and 200 volts.
The pilot light used in conjunction
with the "0" supply indicates, to the
user that the potentiometer is con-
nected across the "C" battery. .When
not in use the switch is turned off
and the pilot light goes out.

Thus far, the writer has been able
to test any Front End entirely dis-
connected from its chassis by connect-
ing it up with this battery supply.
Many intermittents and other defects
almost impossible to locate with the
Front End connected in the receiver
have been detected in this manner.
To those who have occasion to repair
and align many Front Ends a unit
of this type will prove invaluable.
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LOOKING FOR
3>wit612?

I ERE we go looking for trouble
again-this time in Halli-

crafter Model #T-64, using trans-
former low voltage supply, kickback
high voltage supply, 10BP4 picture
tube, and push-button channel selec-
tor. The sound was normal but the
picture exhibited a marked foldover
at the bottom.

The object of the game is to dupli-
cate as far as possible the general
steps in servicing a teleset as might
be done on the bench or in the home
until the trouble is found. The rules
of the game are simple. Answer each
question before going on to the next,
since the answer is sometimes given
in the following question.

1. The first step in trouble -shooting
usually consists of checking appropri-
ate controls to make sure there really
is a trouble instead of only misad-
justed controls. On the basis of the
above picture on the screen:

(a) There is definite trouble in the
vertical sweep circuit and there is
no need wasting time to check ver-
tical controls, since this type of
trouble cannot be caused by misad-
justment of controls.
(b) Same as (a) except that the
trouble is indicated in the hori-
zontal sweep circuit.
(c) Possibly can result from mis-
adjustment of vertical linearity
control.
(d) Possibly can result from mis-
adjustment of horizontal drive
control.
2. Varying the vertical linearity

control varied somewhat the amount
of foldover, but manipulating this
control and the vertical size control
could not take it out. This kind of
trouble is caused most usually by a
had tube or a leaky coupling conden-
ser or leaky saw -tooth condenser in

\'o. 2

by Cyrus Glickstein
(instructor, American Radio Institute)

Continuing this unique type of trouble -shooting article
which goes through the actual steps of servicing a TV
receiver in quiz fashion. In this installment the nal-
licrafter Model T-64 is analyzed for a particular symp-
tom which any radio -TV service dealer might. encounter.
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Fig. I. Vertical sweep section of Hallicrafter Model T-64 receiver.
(Partial Schematic).

the vertical sweep circuit, although
there are other possibilities. In this
type of circuit it can also be caused
by a shorted cathode by-pass conden-
ser in the cathode of the vertical amp-
lifier stage. The vertical sweep tube,

6SN7, consisting of both the
oscillator and amplifier stages, was
changed. No improvement. The cath-
ode voltage on the amplifier stage was

measured with a voltmeter and found
to be normal, varying from 0 to +16
v. as the linearity control was varied,
showing that the cathode condenser
was not shorted.

A quick way to check for a leaky
saw -tooth condenser, C-90 (See Fig. 1)
would be to turn set on and to:

(a) Check with VTVM to see if
there is a positive voltage from top
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of C-90 to ground with the vertical
sweep tube out of socket.
(b) Put VTVM across C-90 to
check if there is a positive voltage
with the vertical tube in.
(c) Bridge a known good condenser
of the same value across C-90 and
watch picture tube to see if picture
or raster returns to normal.
(d) Put VTVM across R-112 to see
if there is a positive voltage with
the vertical tube out.
3. Saw -tooth condenser checked

O.K. Next check made to see if the
coupling condenser. C-89, was leaky.
Quick check here is:

(a) Check for positive voltage on
the grid of the amplifier stage with
the set turned on and the the ver-
tical tube in the socket.
(b) Same as (a) but with the tube
out.
(c) Unsolder one end of the coup-
ling condenser and check across it
on the high range of the ohmmeter
with the set turned off.
(d) All of the above methods are
equally good.
4. Coupling condenser did not

check leaky. Resistance check made
around the tube socket and all re-
sistance checked normal. Resistance
readings of the vertical transformers
and vertical section of the yoke were
normal. On taking voltage readings,
B+ was normal and plate and grid
voltages of oscillator were about 20%
off, but did not show any conclusive
indication of where the trouble might
be.

Since it is possible for the saw -tooth
to be distorted even if the condensers
are not leaky but simply decrease in
capacity, the following condensers
were changed: sawtooth (0-90),
coupling (C-89) and grid leak
(C-88). Set turned on. No change in
the amount of foldover in picture. A
scope was used to check wave -forms
at the points shown in Fig. 2.

On the basis of the scope informa-
tion and previous checks, trouble most
likely is originating in :

(a) The plate circuit of the am-
plifier triode.
(b) Grid circuit of the amplifier
triode.
(c) Plate section of the oscillator
triode
(d) Either the plate section of the
oscillator or the grid section of the
amplifier.
5. Waveform was rechecked from

top of C-90 to ground after each of
the following were done: Coupling
condenser C-89 unsoldered at one end;
either side of R-81 shorted to ground;
bottom of R-112 shorted to ground.

I

PLATE OF
VERTICAL OUTPUT

II

GRID OF
VERTICAL OUTPUT

Ill

PLATE OF OSC.
( Top of C90 to ground )

Fig. 2. Waveforms appearing at various points in vertical sweep circuit of
a television receiver.

Waveform did not change shape at
any time and was the same as before
(See Fig. 2, III) though shorting each
side of R-81 changed the frequency of
the sawtooth somewhat. This indicates
the trouble most likely is:

(a) Defective blocking oscillator
transformer, T-5.
(b) Defective tube socket for ver-
tical sweep tube, V-14.
(c) One of the resistors in the ver-
tical oscillator stage must be chang-
ing value when voltage is applied.
(d) Shorted C-81 in integrating
network.

ANSWERS & DISCUSSION

Answer I -c.
In some receivers, misadjustment

of controls can cause vertical foldover.
This is true in this receiver because
linearity control can reduce vertical
amplifier cathode resistance to zero.
(See Fig. 1) As a result, lack of
cathode bias on the amplifier stage
will cause top of modified sawtooth
wave to be flattened off and so cause
foldover. In many sets there is a fixed
resistor in series with the linearity
potentiometer in the cathode of
the vertical amplifier to limit the
range the bias can be varied. In such
cases, varying the vertical linearity
control can correct for (or if set is
too far off, cause) vertical non -linear-
ity but not actually foldover.

Trouble definitely is indicated in
the vertical rather than the horizontal
circuit since it is a fault that is not
common to all horizontal lines. Such
a fault would be expressed in a verti-
cal direction. That is, trouble in the
horizontal sweep generally shows up
in the vertical direction, and in the
vertical sweep in the horizontal di-
rection.

Answer 2-d.
When the tube is in, the oscillator

operates and generates a modified
sawtooth voltage. With a sawtooth
voltage across R-112 there may be
some d -c reading, especially when the
sawtooth is distorted even if the saw -
tooth condenser is not leaky.
While the sawtooth is an a -c voltage
and should give a zero reading when
measured with a d -c meter, this would
be true only when the positive and
negative halves of the signal are equal
or symmetrical. When they are un-
equal, the d -c meter will give a read-
ing in the direction of the larger
half of the a -c voltage. However, if
the tube is taken out and C-90 is
leaky, there will be a small d -c volt-
age across R-112 due to the small
amount of current through it and
C-90. This could usually be measured
by a VTVM across R-112. However,
if the leakage current is very small,
it may not show up very well across
R-112 because its low resistance value
would give a small voltage drop. A
more conclusive check would then be
to unsolder one end of C-90 and put
the VTVM in series with it with the
power in the set on and the vertical
tube out of the socket. Even a small
current flow through the VTVM will
give a definite reading.

Since this is a transformer a -c set,
it is perfectly feasible to take the tube
out and the other circuits, including
low voltage B+ would continue to
operate. In sets where the filaments
are in series, the same type of check
would have to be made but without
taking the tube out. Instead, the os-
cillator should be immobilized by
grounding the grid, the idea being to
prevent a sawtooth signal from mask-
ing any d -c voltage across the peak-
ing resistor, R-112.

[Continued on page 401
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ASSEMBLING COAXIAL
Reprinted from Am phenol Engineering News, June

On these pages we show results of tested work procedures based on extensive experience in
assembling connectors for use with 11G 55/U, 11G 58/U, RG 59/U, RG 62/U and RG 71/U cable.
These methods have been adopted as standard on Amphenol assembly lines and are being
passed on to our readers in the interest of building toward a higher degree of efficient
workmanship. Shown to the right are the first three steps to be taken in processing either of
the two assemblies. After these instructions have been followed either of the procedures
shown in Figs. 4 to 8 or 9 to 13 may be continued according to the connector type being used.

OPERATIONS FOR RG 55/U AND 58/U CABLE

4. Dip exposed shield in rosin -alcohol flux to a depth of
1/8" (Apply a minimum amount of flux for a neat job.) Dip
fluxed cable quickly into solder pot and immerse immediate.
ly into the alcohol. This cools the dielectric, prevents dis-

tortion and removes excess flux.

5. The tinned shield is then cut and removed to expose
1/4" of the dielectric.

6. The dielectric is then cut and removed to expose I/8"
of +he center conductor.

7. Tin the center conductor, slip on the contact and solder
through the cross -drilled hole. The rubber or plastic sleev-
ing which protects the external solder connection can now

be slipped over the cable.

8. The connector shell is now slipped over the contact and
shielding and soldered. Be certain the shell is properly
located. It is in proper position when the tip of the con-
tact is flush with dielectric and the end of the body shell.
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CABLE CONNECTORS
1950, by permission of the American Phenolic Corp.

I. After the cable is cut to required
length, cut and remove vinyl jacket.

2. Slit vinyl jacket laterally to allow
easy removal.

3. Remove vinyl jacket, exposing
braid to 9/16" on the smaller and

7/16" on the larger cable.

OPERATIONS FOR RG 59U, 62U AND 7W CABLE

9. Slip the vinyl or rubber sleeving over the cable. Flare
the braid slightly to permit trimming and remove 1/4" of

shield, leaving 3/16".

10. Cut the dielectric and remove to expose 1/8" of the
center conductor.

I I. The conductor is then tinned and the contact slipped
in place and solder added through the cross -drilled hole.

12. Flare the braid slightly again and assemble connector
shell to the cable. The shell should enter under the braid.
The braid is squeezed into position over the shell body

and soldered.
13. Slide rubber or plastic sleeving over the solder con-

nection and the job is finished.
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Roland D. Payne

"ODRA ilu2 Radio -3U

jiwilnician &long gn
3.11n dlsztculing

Athinfail?"
by bola nd 11. Pay IIC

Vales Manager, Air King Prods. Co. Inc.

lour editor firm ly believe~ thatmotif servicemen can
111101'11` than double their ille011ieti by assuming an aggres-
IIVC. rather than -hands-off- approach where potential
sales of appliances. receivers. and accessories are con-
cerned. Try id 0111 I he surprised at the results.

HE above captioned question
- - has oft been asked by both the

technician and the television manu-
facturer. To answer this question let
us first establish the facts in the case.

On the negative side, first let us
assume that in most cases franchises
for the top brand lines of television
will not be available to the technician.

Secondly, the main portion of the
technician's business is technical
know-how and the sale of replace-
ment parts and not merchandising,
as is needed to sell television sets.

Third: Most of the secondary tele-
vision lines available carry very little
and, in some cases, no consumer ad-
vertising, which makes them hard -to -
sell items.

Fourth: Warehouse space being at
a premium, most technicians do not
have adequate facilities for handling
large quantities of television receivers.

To offset the above negatives, the
technician will have, in most case, -
with a secondary television line, :1

larger margin of profit to work with.
His dealer mark-up will be better and
his list prices somewhat lower than
those of the top name brands. Larger
margins and lower list prices should
certainly offset, somewhat, the fact
of no consumer advertising. So let us
assume for the moment that the sell-
ing of television receivers should be
profitable.

From a physical equipment point

of view, most technicians are amply
prepared. Television must be demon-
strated to be sold. Therefore, a dis-
play and demonstration corner or
room is absolutely necessary. The re-
ceivers in this room or space must
be in good working order and must
be polished or dusted daily. Tech-
nicians know all of the idiosyncrasies
of receivers and also all of their good
qualities. This gives them a decided
edge in demonstrating and selling TV
receivers.

Most technicians are capable of
buying at least one television receiver
at a time. They may sell this sample
and then immediately reorder. This
is a nice lucrative business as the
dollar profit is high. Besides, the in-
stallation and future servicing of
these receivers will provide techni-
cians with additional, regular services
of income.

On the servicing side of the ledger,
the technieini, is well equipped. He

has oscilloscopes, signal generators
and voltmeters; in fact, all of the
equipment necessary for servicing
television. Parts inventory creates no
problem as most technicians already
carry comprehensive inventory of
needed standard television parts and
tubes.

The technician, in most cases, is
not expected by the manufacturer, to
carry a large inventory of receivers
at any one time. So, in buying what
he needs, selling them quickly and re-
ordering, the technician is never stuck
with obsolete merchandise nor is he
caught with a big inventory if and
when prices decline.

I particularly emphasize the fact
that the radio -TV technician has al-
ways been the receiver manufacturer's
liason with the public and undoubt-
edly is the industry's greatest single
factor in the molding of public opin-
ion. Invariably, the serviceman's good
or bad opinion of a receiver line is re-
spected by the public, and influences
its future purchases.

In conclusion, may I say that the
technician definitely belongs in the
television receiver business as the
affirmative side of the question cer-
tainly outweighs the negative con-
siderably.

WANTED
Technical articles on installation, maintenance, and service

of allied Radio -TV and Industrial Electronic equipment.

Attractive prices paid for original manuscripts.

Address replies to: EDITOR, RADIO -TV SERVICE DEALER,

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
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gacih Qua tity
anationA

NO. 6

h, C. A. TUTHILL

Fig. I. Midwest Model JC- I 6 combination AM -FM receiver.

This is the sixth article on high quality tuners and receivers prepared by
the author for our readers. Those who have followed this series are unamim-
ous in their praise of the objective manner in which the various products
were handled. In this installment the Midwest Model JC-16 is described.

N the interest of high quality re-
production from a combination

model JC-16 by Midwest Radio &
Television Corp., Fig. 1, several wor-
thy features. For example, instead of
jamming quantitative functions with-
in one envelope, this model provides
an independent 6AL5 tube for AM
detection while it includes another
6AL5 tube connected as ratio detector
for FM translation. There is no short-
age of tubes in the straight -forward
circuits divulged in the schematic of
Fig. 2. The block diagram of Fig. 3
shows the assignment of all tubes.

To the lower left of the schematic
(Fig. 2) are shown low capacity jacks
and switching facilities for:

(a) inclusion of a video adapter
unit which economically employs the
contained audio amplifier.

(b) high quality phonograph pick-
up.

For reception of weaker FM and
shortwave AM signals, a properly
matched low -loss external dipole an-
tenna should be connected across input
terminals "A -A" which offer a 300
ohm balanced input. In many in-
stances a built-in dipole serves ade-
quately for local reception. Terminal
"G" should be properly grounded.
high impedance loop antenna, pro-
vided for this chassis, will answer
most standard AM broadcast require-
ments.

Tuning Facilities
Simplified band - switching selects

individual r -f, mixer and oscillator
tuning coils for each of the five chan-
nels listed below. Short-cuts are held
to a minimum, as proven by the sche-
matic Fig. 2. Twenty-three induct-
ances, twelve trimmer capacitors and
sixteen tubes serve the channels be-
low:

Band A - 540 kc to 1600 kc - AM
broadcasts.

B - 1.6 mc to 4.7 mc.
shortwave.

C - 4.7 mc to 10.0 mc.
shortwave

D - 11.2 mc to 22.0 me. -
shortwave

E - 88.0 to 108 mc -
broadcasts.

Band

Band

Band

Band

AM

AM

AM

FM

Note: Seven International bands are
covered by B, C & D above.

Manual tuning control is spur -
geared to six -gang capacitors. This
control is augmented by seven push-
buttons, each of which may be set
mechanically for a station at any
point on the dial. These pushbuttons,
however, are not recommended for
the exacting requirements of short-
wave tuning. To minimize noise, and
distortion from the cutting of side -
bands, a 6175 tuning indicator is en-
ergized through a 1-megohm dropping
resistor from the a -v -c bus which is
in turn supplied by the detector tube
in use. As a signal is properly tuned.

the a -v -c voltage increases and deflec-
tion of the 6U5 is reduced to a mini-
mum. This indicator is useful for
stronger FM stations but not too ac-
curate for the weaker ones. An auxili-
ary mechanical device just above the
volume control shows visual indica-
tion numerically. It serves as a good
reference for repeat tuning of a given
station and allows volume to be ac-
curately pre-set for local stations
prior to warmup.

Since oscillator frequencies are
changed with band switching the
double -tuned i-f stages remain fixed
at 10.7 megacycles for FM and at 456
kilocycles for AM reception. Good
tracking alignment is accomplished
through coil -core and trimmer capaci-
tor adjustments detailed in service-
men's pamphlets.

Input and output r -f channels for
all bands are switched to and from
one miniature 6BA6 pentode whose
high transconductance aids high sig-
nal-to-noise ratio.

Mixer -Oscillator

The 6BA7 pentagrid mixer offers
separate grids to amplified 1'4 and
local oscillator signals. Entrance in-
teractions are thus minimized. A high
conversion efficiency is derived from
the selection of this tube which has
a low internal noise content. However,
since some hiss will be generated with-
in any mixer tube, it is wise to take
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of Midwest Model JC- I 6 combination AM -FM receiver.

every possible step to obtain a healthy
signal potential at the grid of the first
r -f stage.

As modulated carrier and local os-
cillator potentials are combined with-
in this tube, the first step in signal
translation is effected. Incoming sig-
nals from the r -f stage are fed to grid
#3 of the 6BA7 mixer via the selector
switching system. Output from the
12AT7 oscillator tank is fed directly
to its grid #1. Grid #2 screens off
spurious interaction prior to desired
mixing in the electronic plate stream.

There results in the mixer output
circuit a new modulated carrier whose
difference frequency equals the inter-
val between the incoming r -f signal
and the r -f of the local oscillator.

Mechanically ganged, the oscillator
tank tracks with the tuning of pre-
ceding r -f tanks. This results in a
fairly constant difference frequency
output from the mixer -oscillator. Even
casual FM transmitter deviations
from normal frequency must be
tracked as must abberations within
the tuner itself. Hence a means of
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Fig. 4. Compensation effects of tone control at various positions of the latter.
Audio output taken at voice coil.

automatic frequency control is applied
to the FM channel.

AFC -(FM) [Reactance type]

Oscillator stability is highly neces-
sary in high frequency channels. The
second half of the 12AT7 (double
triode) serves as a reactance -type a -f -c
control tube. Plate current in it is
made to lag almost 90 degrees behind
its plate voltage changes. As wit-
nessed from the schematic, Fig. 2,

both the plate and grid of this react-
ance tube, coupled together by a 5 Ackf
capacitor, receive signal from which-
ever oscillator circuit they are
switched to.

An original FM control potential,
tapped from the d -c output network
of the 6AL5 ratio detector, is fed
back through bus #4, (lower left
corner of schematic), and through
the 1-megohm resistor, directly to the
grid of the reactance control tube
(12AT7. The more positive this volt-
age the greeter the plate current
therein and vice -versa. Then since
plate and cathode of this reactance
tube are connected directly across the
oscillator tank circuit, and since its
plate current and plate voltage arc
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90 degrees out of phase, variations
within the tube introduce reactive
effects upon the oscillator output.

Should the oscillator frequency be-
come higher than intended, the i-f
frequency would naturally rise with
it. Such action would indirectly raise
the negative potential of the reactance
tube grid thereby causing less plate
current to flow therein. Resulting
directly from this action, the induc-
tive or reactance effect of the con-
trol tube adds to the normal induct-
ance value of the oscillator tank cir-
cuit. From basic formulae we know
that any increase of tank inductance
will reduce oscillator frequency. Hence
the reactance tube stabilizes oscillator
frequency as it responds to plus or
minus control potentials supplied to
its grid from the ratio detector d -c
output. Frequency drift or small tun-
ing errors are therefore compensated.

Intermediate Stages

Adequate gain must be derived
from the i-f section for proper opera-
tion of the individual AM diode and
FM ratio detectors. This especially
holds true for weaker signals and
therefore we find a third i-f stage
driving the FM detector. The average
FM antenna input potential is lower
than are those derived from AM
transmitters of the standard broad-
cast band. Some limiting action is
advisable prior to the final interpre-
tation of the FM ratio detector. It
will be noted from Fig. 2 that the
i-f plate and screen voltages are tapped
from the supply bus successively lower
as the FM detector is approached.
The third 6BA6 i-f or driver stage,
having low screen and plate voltage,
becomes easily saturated and there-
fore does not respond to a variety of
changes in signal amplitude, but, in-
stead produces a fairly constant am-
plitude output. It remains a frequen-
cy -sensitive rather than an amplitude -
sensitive device. Amplitude variations
are thus smoothed out. They cannot

be amplified beyond the saturation
or limiting point of this third i-f
tube as pre -determined by the values
of its circuit components.

Due to the higher gain of this FM
i-f section, regeneration must be
guarded against. One of its effects is
to peak the i-f response curve to such
a degree that amplitude distortion
attends higher levels of modulation.
The four 10.7 megacycle i-f transform-
ers are overcoupled thus passing the
necessary band width and insuring
good adjacent channel attenuation.

In the AM channel there are three
456 kc transformers used for inter-
mediate stages. Their coefficient of
coupling is adjusted to be slightly
less than critical. When properly set
there is only one peak.

Only the oscillator section of the
12AT7 serves the AM channels. AFC
is applied only to the FM channel.
Whereas a.v.c. is derived from the
6AL5 detector and supplied to all
four AM channels through the selector
switch and bus #3 as evidenced in
the schematic of Pig 2.

FM Ratio Detector

The regulated plate signal output
of the third i-f driving stage is sup-
plied to the fixed -tuned primary of
the ratio detector. The main center-

tapped secondary winding connects to
the plate of one diode and to the
cathode of the other diode within the
6AT.5 envelope, thus effectively con-
necting the two diodes in series; they
conduct on the same i-f half cycle.
The rectified voltage across the lower
shunt capacitor in the 6AL5 output
circuit is proportional to the voltage
across the lower diode. The same
holds for the upper capacitor and up-
per diode. Since the voltage across
the two diodes differ according to in-
stantaneous carrier frequency, then
the voltages across the two capacitors
differ proportionately. The voltage
across one capacitor is the larger of
the two capacitor voltages at carrier
frequencies below to intermediate fre-
quency, and the smaller of the two at
frequencies above the intermediate.
It follows, then, that the voltage
across the two capacitors is additive.

Rectified signal current causes a

d -c voltage drop across the two 82K
shunt resistors. This charges the large
10 ttf capacitor thus maintaining a
steady state d -c value proportional to
transmitted signal strength. The re-
sultant stabilizing voltage keeps the
summation voltage across the two
smaller 100 /4,1 capacitors always con-
stant thus minimizing any residual
AM component in the detector output.

The tertiary winding, shown above
the primary of the driving transform-

er, and common to both diodes, sim-
plifies the signal transfer problem.
The transfer from r -f to a -f is not
simple. These few tightly coupledtertiary turns aid phase balanced
elimination of any undesired AM
hangover component. For greater un-
derstanding of this transfer problem
the reader is referred to literature on
ratio detectors.

Audio Amplifier
To the left of the first 6C4 audio

amplifier stage in the schematic Fig. 2
can be seen a multipole selector
switch. Inputs of AM or FM radio,
phonograph, or television adaptor are
chosen and transmitted through the
volume control to the grid of the
first audio amplifier stage. Beneath
this stage a graduated tone control
may be seen mechanically linked to
the "Off -On" switch. Compensating
values derived from the latter are
shown by the curves of Fig. 4. Personal
tastes in tone are satisfied for any
source of input.

The second 604 audio stage is con-
nected for negative feedback from the
secondary winding of the push-pull
output stage. Thereby the amplifier
becomes stabilized, distortion is min-
imized, and dynamic characteristics
are made flexible. Expanded ranges
of frequency response are amplified
practically with equality
the workable FM range. The third
6C4 serves as the necessary phase in-
verter for driving of the lower 6V6
beam -power tube in the pushpull
final stage. It must be remembered
that no tuner is better than the am-
plifier and loudspeaker system to
which it is connected. An undistorted
10 watt output is claimed for the
amplifier.

Power Supply

Technically this power supply, em-
ploying a full wave rectifier, is not
unusual despite its simplicity. A 500
ohm loudspeaker field serves as choke -
coil in the rectifier output circuit.
Initial high voltage is fed from the
choke to the screen grids of the 6V6
beam power tubes while plate poten-
tial is supplied to these tubes through
the mid -tap of the audio output trans-
former primary winding. Bleeders
drop the initial voltage as required
for all other potentials except heaters.
Heaters are fed from their own 6.3
volt unrectified source.

Ventilation must be considered
when this or any chassis is applied
to custom-built or special installa-
tions. Dissipation of heat from all
tubes is provided for in commercial
models and must never be neglected
elsewhere.
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SHOP NOTES
Write up any "tricks -of -the -trade" in radio servicing that you have discovered.
We pay from $1 to $5 for such previously unpublished "SHOP NOTES" found

acceptable. Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor".

Philco Models 48-1000 1001 -1050 -
Correcting loss of a -g -r action

An extremely black picture and dif-
ficult in synchronizing the picture
may be caused by the loss of a -g -c
action in the above models. Loss of
a -g -c action may be due to the fail-
ure of the condenser which is con-
nected between the triode plate and
the diode plate of the a -g -c amplifier
tube. If this condenser develops a
short or a leak, a positive voltage is
placed on the a -g -c bus and is fed to
the grid of the r -f and i-f amplifiers.

Whenever the symptoms indicate
loss of a -g -c action, this condenser
should be checked. If it is found de-
fective, replacement should be made
with Philco Part No. 61-0120, which
has a capacitance of .01 Aq. and a
working voltage of 600 volt,. (1.e.

Philco Model 49-702 Replacement of
Tuner

The tuner available for replacement
for Model 49-702, Code 121, is the
one used in Model 50-702. Since there
have been some circuit changes in
both the latest tuner and the receiver,
it will be necessary to make a slight
modification to the new tuner to adapt
it to Model 49-702, Code 121. This
modification consists of removing one
turn from the 1st v-i-f coil. The pro-
cedure for removing the turn and in-
stalling the new tuner is as follows :

1. Remove the chassis from the cab-
inet, and the picture tube from the
chassis.

2. Unsolder the tuner connecting
wires, and record the connections.

3. Remove the perforated shield
from the bottom of the tuner.

4. Locate the 1st v-i-f coil, which
is connected to pin 3 of the 7F8 tube,
and disengage the coil mounting clip
from the chassis.

5. Unsolder the winding furthest
from the chassis, and very carefully
peel one turn off.

6. With fine sandpaper, remove the
insulation from the wire and solder
it to the coil terminal.

7. Secure the coil form.
8. Replace the perforated shield.

9. Install the new tuner in the chas-
sis and rewire the same as the original
tuner.

10. Align the i-f and r -f systems
of the receiver as described in the
service manual for Model 49-702, Code
121.

Philco Service Dc1,7

Stromberg-Carlson-Pads for the
purpose of connecting Multiple
TV -12's to one antenna
To connect more than one television
receiver to one antenna without the
use of switches, resistor pads will be
necessary to match the impedance of
the lead-in to the impedance of the
receiver.
Shown below is a chart of the resis-
tors to use with each specified number
of receivers. The figures are based on

TO TELEV.
RECEIVER

50.1

LEAD-IN TO ANTENNA

TO TELEV.
RECEIVER

NO. 2

EXAMPLE FOR THREE RECEIVERS.

TO TELEV.
RECEIVER

NO.3

Number of
Receivers

R,. Rr

2 56 100
3 100 100
4 120 82

150 $2
6 180 82
7 240 82
8 ,270 82

a 75 ohm impedance which is the in-
put impedance of the TV -12 and also
the characteristic impedance of coax-
ial lead-in (RG-59U or equivalent).
Use Non -inductive carbon resistors
and place the pads at the junction
point and not at the receiver ter-
minals.

Sire mberg-Carlso Sre. Dep't.

G.E.-Models 1273, 1274, 12CI07,
12C108, 12C10 9-Filoment Circuit

Change
Late production receivers use a

single 0.6 ampere Globar resistor in

34555

R. 4154 520 V9

7 7 S

:` C457 TO VI 4

IRIIVOVE
220

VI3 V125451

C 456T 4

T....-

7 7 $ TOVII

./5 C4551 1C462

the filament circuit to give the same
current regulation in this circuit dur-
ing the warm-up period as was pre-
viously accomplished by the two - 0.8
ampere Globar resistors, R454 and
R455. The details of the circuit change
are shown above.

The new Globar resistor is stocked
as:
RRW-054-35 ohm, 0 6 ampere Globar
resistor, (R455) $ I

G. E. Increased Horizontal Sweep
Width

Late production receivers incorpo-
rated the following changes to in-
crease the horizontal sweep width.

1. Add a 220 At,f., 1500 v., capaci-
tor (Stock RCU-295) between termi-
nals #6 and #8 of the horizontal
sweep output transformer, T351.
Either two 390 ppif. capacitors (Stock
UCU-1042) in series or two 470 /44f.
capacitor (Stock UCU-1044) in series
may be substituted for the 220 Ai.d.
capacitor.

2. Change the termination of the
high voltage capacitor, C376, from
pin #6 to pin #5 of the 25W4GT
damper tube, V15.

The above changes will be incorpo-
rated in all production receivers from
this date.

G. E. Removal of 41.25 MC Video
I -F Trap

Early production receivers made use
of a 41.25 me trap coupled to the 2nd
video i-f coil. This caused "buzz" in
audio on some receivers when the
receiver was properly tuned for best
picture detail at low contrast setting
or when operating on a rather weak
signal. This trap was removed on all
late production receivers and was
made less effective on receivers in
process of fabrication, by shunting
the trap by a 5100 ohm, 1/2 watt re-
sistor by connecting it across the trap
trimmer C281. If this change is de-
sired in the field, the shunting of
0281 by the resistor does not require
a realignment of the video i-f.

For replacement purposes the Stock
No. RLI-123 2nd video i-f coil with
trap will no longer be available. Re-
place this coil by Stock No. RLI-096.
This latter i-f coil has a list price
of $0.85.

General Electric
Service Dep't.
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NEW PRODUCTS
7- INCH OSCILLOSCOPE

A new, seven-inch oscilloscope, especially
designed to meet the need for a high -quality
instrument combining the advantages of large
screen size, compactness, portability, and ease
and convenience of operation, has been an-
nounced by the RCA Tube Department.

The new RCA WO -56A Cathode -Ray Oscillo-
scope is a precision -engineered instrument
having wide application in service shop, labo-
ratory, and factory. It features three push-
pull stages of direct -coupled amplification. A
wide frequency response, a high deflection
sensitivity, and an excellent square -wave re-
sponse provide waveform reproductions of un-
usual accuracy and clarity on its seven-inch
screen.

NEW BEAM POWER TUBE
A beam -power amplifier tube, designed for

use in the audio output stage of television
and radio receivers, has been added to the
production lines of the General Electric
Tube Divisions.

According to E. F. Peterson, Sales Man-
ager of the Tube Divisions, the new tube
(Type 6W6-GT) is capable of delivering rela-
tively large power output and features high

sensitivity. When connected at a triode, the
tube may be used as a vertical deflection
amplifier in television receivers.

Maximum ratings of the tube include: peak
positive pulse plate voltage, 1000 volts; peak
negative pulse grid No. 1 voltake 200 volts;
plate dissipation, 10 watts. The tube has a
heater voltage (A -C or D -C) of 6.3 volts;
heater current, 1.2 amperes.

TV MARKER GENERATOR
A new television marker generator Type

501 designed particularly for use with TV
sweep signal generators has been announced
by the Radio Tube Division, Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., 1740 BroadwaSr, New York 19.
New York.

The Sylvania Marker Generator Type 601
provides a means of accurately marking fre-
quencies on the oscilloscope trace of response
curves while testing a TV receiver during
manufacture or during servicing. Through

the use of the marker generator, which is

designed to cover the entire range of TV
frequencies, accurate measurements of band-
width and evaluation of dynamic response at
any spot frequency may be made.

CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE
The Astatic Corporation, Conneaut, Ohio

announces its tiny new CAC -J Crystal Cart-
ridge designed for slow speed records.

Ability of the CAC -J to provide high qual-
ity performance is attributed to the fact
that it is "internally equalized" to follow
Columbia Records, Inc., ideal frequency re-
sponse for the recording characteristics of
LP records (30 to 11,000 cycles).

The new cartridge has a small, lightweight
aluminum housing with standard 1/2 -inch
mounting holes to fit most tone arms. It is
furnished with an adapter plate to permit
mounting in RCA and similar 45 RPM record
changers.

Output is listed at approximately six -tenths
volt at 1,000 cycles per second on Columbia
No. 103 test record and one volt on RCA
12-5-31-V test record.

The CAC -J is claimed to play both 33-1/3
and 45 RPM records with equal fidelity. An-
other model, the CAC -78-J, with three -mil
needle tip radius for 78 RPM records, is

available.
Both models use the well known Astatic

Type Sapphire tipped needle, the design of
which, in itself, contributes to reduction of
needle talk through high lateral and vertical
compliance.

10 MC OSCILLOSCOPE
The Instrument Division of Allen B. Du

Mont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N. J., re-
cently announced a quantitative, 10 -megacycle
cathode-ray oacillograph, their Type 303. Time
calibration is provided for the horizontal sweep
of the instrument and regulated voltage cali-
bration for vertical deflection. Both time and
voltage calibration are accomplished by sub-
stituting a calibrating signal for the input
signal.

The Y axis of the instrument, which in-
cludes a fixed, signal -delay line, provides a
sensitivity of 0.1 volt peak -to -peak per inch.
The frequency response of the Type 303 is

down 3 db at 10 megacycles with no positive
slope in the high -frequency range. Response

falls off slowly past the 10 -megacycle point,
so that the instrument is usable at frequencies
considerably higher than 10 megacycles. The
Type 303 will synchronize stably on signals
higher than 15 megacycles.

PHONO-SWITCH ADAPTORS
The popular line of JFD Radio-Phono

Switches is being readied for record -breaking
sales volume during the fall and winter sea-
sons, according to the JFD Manufacturing
Co., Inc. Brooklyn.

The JFD Universal Record Player Selector
No. ST144 permits use of a single sound sys-
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No. ST145

No. ST145

No. ST184

tern or radio for any 78 rpm, 45 rpm and
33 1/3 rpm record player. Equipped with a
special cable adapter, it fits either a 3 -pin
receptacle or coaxial phono-jack.

JFD Radio-Phono Switches No. ST145 and
No. ST184 are designed to connect 78 rpm,
45 rpm and 33 1/3 rpm players to radios not
equipped with phono-jacks.

Illustrated literature is available from the
manufacturer.

LOW R -F IMPEDANCE
ELECTROLYTICS

Marked reduction in hum and "hash" often
experienced in multi -section electrolytics be-
cause of interenode coupling and resultant
internal cross -modulation, is claimed for cur-
rently produced Aerovox Type AFH or twist -
prong -base multi -section electrolytics. A spe-
cial internal construction provides low r.f.
impedance and minimum coupling between
sections. This desirable feature applies to the
exceptionally large selection of capacitance
and voltage combinations in the Type AFH
electrolytics which are especially suited for

television applications and will withstand
temperatures up to 85. C. Manufactured by
Aerovox Corporation, New Bedford, Maas.

DIRECTIONAL DIAL INDICATOR
John Bentia, Sales Manager for The Alli-

ance Manufacturing Company, Alliance, Ohio,
announces that the original deluxe model
Tenna-Rotor control case, which is fully auto-
matic and which was announced at the NEDA

Show in Cleveland, will be supplied with a
NORTH - EAST - SOUTH - WEST direction
indicator dial.

The new Model HIR will be advertised in
new television films over more than 50 TV
stations throughout the country and is avail-
able for immediate delivery.

TV ANTENNA
A new all -driven -element antenna is an-

nounced by Technical Appliance Corporation,
Sherburne, N. Y., manufacturers of Taco
antenna systems for TV, FM, and' AM. This
new antenna type has been designed as the
1700 Series and is called the Twin -Driven
Corner Antenna.

With all elements driven the directivity
of reception has been narrowed, thus min-
imizing ghosts caused by reflected signals.
The front -to -back ratio is extremely high
adding to its fine performance. Both high -
and low -band lobes coincide due to the phase
relationship controlled through feeding.

The antenna elements are merely swung
into place and wing nuts tightened to com-
plete the antenna ready for installation.
These new antennas are available in single
or stacked models, depending upon the re-

quirements of the installation.

TV LINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR
For steadier TV pictures regardless of line -

voltage fluctuations, Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Dover, N. H., now offers its Automatic Line -
Voltage Regulator to and through its dis-
tributors. This aid to still better TV entertain-
ment, particularly in rural districts or areas
experiencing line -voltage fluctuations, is really
a handy accessory. With male and female
Edison connections at either end, it plugs in
between the TV set's attachment plug and

J
the outlet. Two models are available: TV -A
rated at 300 watts, for sets consuming 200 to
300 watts, and TV -B rated at 375 watts, for
sets consuming 300 to 375 watts.

POLICE -TYPE AUTO ANTENNA
A new auto aerial, embodying police and

army type construction and mounting features,
has been announced by Snyder Manufacturing
Company, Philadelphia television, radio and
automotive accessory firm. Among its features

are an extra long four -section staff of chrome
plated Admiralty brass, shock absorbing spring
mount, red ceramic insulators and red tenite
static ball.

Complete with 8 feet of UHF polyethylene
cable and aircraft fittings, the HOT ROD is
the latest addition to the complete line of
Snyder Auto Aerials for all types of mount-
ing. Catalog sheets on this aerial may be
obtained by writing to Snyder Manufacturing
Company, 22nd and Ontario Streets, Phila-
delphia 40, Pa.

CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS
Centralab, Division of Globe -Union Inc.

announces a new line of ceramic disc capaci-
tors. The line includes single, dual and shielded
dual capacitors with very high capacities in
relation to size, some as small as 1/4 inch
diameter. The third dimension- thickness -
is virtually eliminated enabling disc capaci-
tors to fit into very narrow spaces. These
units are highly efficient as bypass and coupl-
ing capa'citors in high frequency circuits and
the shielded dual discs are especially valuable

[Continued on page 451
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The SangamoTribe'
means business

34 little Indians to fill your needs . . .

The Sangamo line offers 34 types of mica,
paper, and electrolytic capacitors to take care
of practically any replacement requirement in the
radio and television field.

For example, the line includes Sangamo Micas,
which have enjoyed a reputation for excellence
throughout the radio and electronic industry
since 1923. It includes the famous "Redskin"
. . . the plastic molded paper tubular that is
easy to work with because the flexible
leads can't pull out. It includes a complete
range of Electrolytics that will measure up to
the toughest assignments in exacting applications
where ordinary electrolytics might cause
premature failure.

Sangamo Capacitors are packaged in distinctively
designed cartons that you can identify with
ease and that make inventory simple.

A trial of Sangamo Capacitors will convince you.
Stock up at your Jobber.
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SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO
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 Durable! That's
why Duranite tubu-
lars are so popular.
This radically differ-
ent molded capaci-
tor features Aero-
lene, the new im-
pregnant; new proc-
essing methods; new Duranite
molded casing.
Drop, bang, scratch-no dam-
age to that durable Duranite
casing. Unaffected by high tem-
peratures. Immune to high
humidity. Stock them well in
advance if you wish-no shelf
deterioration. Pigtails won't
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pull out. Definitely, the durable
Duranite.

See *ell et feeee4
Insist on Duranites for durable
tubulars. Ask your local distrib-
utor for latest Aerovox catalog
featuring many new capacitor
types and extended listings.
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1

1

1
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1
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I
I
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I
I

CAPACITORS  VIBRATORS  TEST INSTR UE:EN TS

ifea6,.e
49-401(1

AEROPDX CORPORATION, NEW BEEN URI), MASS., U. S. A.  Sales Offices In All ',melee! Cilles

Export: All. 42n0 51.. New Tork11, IL T.  Cable: AFROCAP. N. Y.  In Canada: MINOS CANADA LID.. NernilIon,

W W
BETTER,- BRIGHTER PICTURES

insuline
new "BI -CON"
TELEVISION ANTENNA
Single Type and Stacked Array for fringe areas

An engineering triumph by Insuline . . .

proved outstanding by actual test. Pre -
assembled sections for quick 'installation.

Peak ALL -Channel reception.
Suitable for ANY make TV set.
Exclusive - separate High Fre-
quency and Low Frequency di-
pole reflector elements.
Popularly priced.

FREE! New Catalog
Thousands of items including metal
goods, radio parts, TV indoor and out-
door antennas and accessories, tools,
hardware, etc. Write Dept. RD -12.

Heavy duty, specially de-
signed, all aluminum
castingsforlow-resistance
electrical contact and
rigid dipole clamping.

insuline
orntwa.t
INDOOR
TV ANTENNAS
Installed in a jiffy and
quickly adjustable to all
channels. Supplied COIN 

plate with 300 ohm con-
necting lead and open-end
mounting lugs.
NOTE! Necessary 300
ohm cable available for
all INSULINE TV an-
tennas.

=C.

111M,iinsu me CORPORATION OF AMERICA
INSULINE BUILDING 36-02 35th AVENUE LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
West Coast Branch and Warehouse: 1335 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Exclusive Canadian Sales Agents' CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY, Montreal

BOOK
REVIEWS

Encyclopedia on Cathode -Ray Oscil-
loscopes and Their Uses, by John F.
Rider & Seymour D. Uslan, 992 pages.
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., New
York 1950, Price $9.00.

This is the most complete book on
cathode-ray oscilloscopes published to
date and, although it covers the sub-
ject minutely and includes a vast
array of information, every paragraph
indicates a careful desire to explain
the subject matter simply and clearly.

The first portion of the book deals
with the electrical and mechanical
theory and application of the 'scope.
Also included in this section is an
excellent treatment of electrostatic
and electromagnetic deflection prin-
ciples. We particularly enjoyed read-
ing the chapter on Linear Time Bases
which is a very complete treatment
of this subject.

The second portion of the book deals
with the basic oscilloscope and its
modifications. This is a single chapter
of 130 pages and discusses the various
'scope circuits, their variations and
effects, as indicated in the different
types of patterns that might be ob-
served.

The third section concerns itself
with measurements. This section is
described in the chapter headings
which are as follows: Phase and Fre-
quency Measurement, Nonlinear Time
Bases (measurements utilizing non-
linear sweep systems), Auxiliary
Equipment (used in conjunction with
measurement), Testing Audio Fre-
quency Circuits, Visual Alignment of
AM, FM and TV Receivers, Wave-
form Observation in TV Receivers,
Transmitter Tests, and finally, Elec-
trical Measurement, Scientific and En-
gineering Applications.

A fourth section (Chapter 20), is
devoted to complex waveform patterns.
Here we find 82 pages of patterns
consisting of fundamentals and har-
monics at various combinations of
amplitude and phase.

In the fifth and final section, we
are treated with a discussion of vari-
ous special purpose C -R tubes, com-
mercial 'scopes, and related equipment.

A tremendous amount of work and
material was evidently entailed in the
preparation of this encyclopedia, and
any technician who has anything at
all to do with the cathode-ray tube
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ASSURES
YOU the most complete

tests of all

tubes including
television.

'TESTS OVER
700 tubes

listed on roll chart-

Many thousand
tubes used to properly

evalu-

ate correct settings.

SPECIAL
CIRCUIT

feature accurately
com

pensates to provide correct voltages on each

tube test.

ACTUALLY
APPLIES

1.9 separate filament volt

ages-eliminates
usual compromises.

POSITIVE
INDIVIDUAL

test of each element.

IMPROVED
LEVER

switching
OTiqinated

by

'Triplett for complete
control

of each tube ele-

ment.

'ILLUMINATED
SPEED-ROLL chart with latest

tube listings. Kept up-to-date.

EACH ELEMENT
quickly

and conclusively

tested for shorts by a flip of the switch.

RED DOT Life-time Guaran

LARGE
6" meter-

-

teed.
UNTER or portable use.

FOR CO

In Canada: Triplett Instruments of Canada,
Georgetown, Ontario

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES PRIDE IN HIS WORK

Triplett
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY  BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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"The Professional Radio -Television man's

Magazine"- published monthly. All articles

are exclusive and timely. Practically every

issue is worth what an entire I year sub-

scription costs.

SAVE Up to $1.00 each.
Form a Group,
Service Dealers

Subscribe to "RTSD"-
* The more in a group the bigger the savings.
6 men in a group save $1.00 each; 4 men groups
save $ .75 per man. Present "RTSD" subscribers
may participate in or form a group with co-
workers, or even competitors. Still active sub-
scriptions are automatically extended I year.

Start a Group today! The timely and exclusive
technical data appearing in future issues of
"RTSD" will make this the best investment you
ever made. The special Group Rate offer may
be withdrawn at any time-so hurry.

Use This Coupon For Convenience
(The coupon below can be used for from I to 6 subscription orders. Use it today!)

TEAR OUT -

RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER MAGAZINE
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Please enter I
year subscription orders for the names

given below. Our remittance is enclosed.

NOTE: If you do not wish to tear this order blank out, just print or
type the information on a single sheet of paper, following the style
given. Each subscriber's occupation must be clearly described.

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

MAIL TODAY

In U.S.A.
& Canada

Foreign
Rates

 One 1 -year subscription $2.00 $3.00
 Two 1 -year subscriptions, each 1.75 2.75
 Three I -year subscriptions, 1.50 2.50
 Four I -year subscriptions, 1.25 2.25
 Five I -year subscriptions, 1.10 2.00
D Six I -year subscriptions, 1.00 1.50

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name

Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 
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and its applications is depriving him-
self of time -saving and money -making
information if he does not obtain
this book at once. S.L.M.

Television Servicing by Walter H.
Buchsbaum, 340 pages, Prentice -Hall,
Inc., New York 1950, Price $5.35.

This text is divided into three sec-
tions. Part I analyzes receiver cir-
cuits, starting with the picture tube
and its function and ending with
front ends'. Other material included
in this section deals with the sound
system, power supplies and projec-
tion units.

In Part II the author discusses
alignment and installation. Procedures
referring to video and sound align-
ment are given in the portion devoted
to alignment. In the installation
section, the author deals with physical
location of the receiver, installation
procedures and problems and, finally,
receiver adjustment.

In the final section, Part III, which
deals with trouble shooting, a break-
down of possible receiver symptoms is
presented along with corresponding
servicing procedures. Thus, inopera-
tive receivers, loss of synchronization,
defective deflection systems, poor pic-
ture quality, poor sound quality and
poor CRT performance are individu-
ally analyzed and
cause.

The book is well balanced textwise
and is written in a clear and straight-
forward style. It abounds in illustra-
tions, and coupled with its excellent
mechanical makeup (printing, bind-
ing, size and layout), it will prove a
worthy addition to libraries of those
engaged in television servicing. S.L.M.

Second Edition of the Radio and TV
Industry Red Book, A Replacement
Parts Buyer's Guide, published by
Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis,
Ind. Price $3.95.

This is a truly noteworthy contri-
bution to the industry, providing as
it does replacement data on all major
receiver components, including AM,
FM, TV and radio-phono combinations
produced from 1938 to the present.

Replacement components for the
receiver of 20 different manufacturers
are made available. The manner in
which a given part is identified is
simple and straightforward; one mere-
ly refers to the receiver, and the
various replacement components, as
catalogued by different manufacturers,
are easily identified in their appropri-
ate columns.

The information provided has been
divided into eight numerical sections
which are as follows :

Section. I - Component replace list-
ings covering radios and amplifiers
produced from 1938 through 1948
(components included are tubes, dial
lights, electrolytic capacitors, trans-
formers, chokes, phono-cartridges, IF
coils, speakers and controls).
Section II - Same components as above
covering the period between 1948 to
1950.
Section III - Component replacement
listings covering postwar television re-
ceivers.
Section. IV - Vibrator replacement
listings for the vibrator -powered re-

ceivers produced from 1938 to 1950.
Section V - Battery replacement list-
ings for battery -power receivers pro-
duced from 1938 to 1950.
Section VI - Selenium rectifier re-
placement listings for postwar radios,
amplifiers and TV receivers.
Section VII - Volume control replace-
ment listings for very popular 1931
through 1938 receivers.
Section VIII - Installation notes for
applications of Sections 1 through 7
showing references to the specific note
required.

For the busy serviceman who wants

INSTALL IT
and FORGET IT

No fear of costly "call backs"
that eat up a dealer or installer's
profit. In any climate,
anywhere ...the new WALSCO
Signal King antenna provides
sharper, clearer response
over entire TV spectrum. Rugged
aluminum alloy construction
for elements, cross -arm
and mast. Corrosion resistant.
All steel parts are cadmium
plated to AN specifications.

NOTHING LIKE IT ANYWHERE .. .
 High gain on all channels-no weak

spots. Excellent for fringe areas.
 Entirely new insulator guaranteed

unbreakable under all operating
conditions. Outstanding and lasting
dielectric properties.

 Marine type aluminum alloy
elements, reinforced and closed ends.

 Assemble in a jiffy (less than 2 minutes).

WALSCO
in any

climate,

anywhere...

PIP Write for

Information

Bulletin No. 51 D

Model
4092

WALTER L. SCHOTT CO. Beverly Hills, Calif.  Chicago 6, Ill.

Model
4090

4094
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IT'S FORDETENT
SWITCH CONTROLS

* Durable BRASS Spring * BRASS and PHENOLIC Shafts
Look to JFD for the most complete line of Detent Switches on the market!
... exact replacements for RCA, Emerson, Admiral, Teletone and other
TV sets. Designed for RCA tuners used in 630, 700 and 721 type
chassis. Available with or without locating plates.

No. DTIO .. Short shaft, complete with locating plate. (Replaces
RCA part No. 714631
No. DT20, without locating plate.

No. DT 10
No. DT 1 1
No. DTI 2

No. DTI 4

Write for FREE
Replacement Reference Chart

No. DTI I ... long shaft, complete with locating plate. (Replaces
RCA part No. 727431
No. DT21, without locating plate.

No. DT12 ... Extra long shaft, complete with locating plate.
(Replaces Admiral part No. 76514 used in entire Model
Series No. 30A and 8C.)
No. DT22, without locating plate.

(Designed for use with RCA TV Tuner
part No. 71531-Replacement type 201E1.]

No. DT13 ...All phenolic shaft, complete with locating plate.
(Replaces RCA part No. 73440.) Designed for use with
RCA Tuner Replacement Types No. 74941, 73435, 74571.

No. Dila ... All phenolic shaft, complete with locating plate,
for new RCA TV sets. (Replaces RCA part No. 75162

MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
6129 16th Ave. Brooklyn 4, New York

FIRST In Television Antennas and Accessories

Insure BETTER Television Service to Your
Customers! .... acteaip-ee,, D_ e

HIGH VOLTAGE AND
ELECTROLYTIC TUBULAR

TELEVISION
CAPACITORS

Especially Engineered for Television Circuits by
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

The economical quality line for replacement. Industrial Condenser Corp.,
manufacturers of Capacitors exclusively brings you highest quality for
the particular requirements of Television as exceptionally attractive
prices! Special Capacitors are Pyroteen impregnated for low power
factor, high insulation resistance, high operating temperatures. Oil,
Pyroteen, Wax and Electrolytic Capacitors. Finest materials throughout.

Ask Your Jobber for our Attractive Prices Today!
Or write for Bulletin 1095. Industrial makes quality Capacitors for
Television, Radio, every electronic and industrial application-all types.

Send for Complete Catalog

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.
3243 N. CALIFORNIA AVENUE CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

Sales offices in all principal cities.

Modern plant built by Industrial Con-
denser Corp., for manufacturers of
Capacitors only.

-,-
Subscribers to SERVICE DEALER should notify our

Actireii Circulation Dept. at least 5 weeks in advance regarding
any change in address. The Post Office Dept. does not

.._-2 forward magazines sent to a wrong destination unless
Chyou pay additional postage. We cannot duplicate copies

anyei . . . sent to your old residence. Old and new addresses MUST
be given.

B.
RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

his replacement part identified in a

hurry, this book is a must. S. L. M.

SYNC
PULSES
[from page 12]

so why try to impose upon the public
a return to small size pictures. 4) -
why was an FCC staff engineer who
invented a device useable only in the
CBS system allowed to influence the
commission in favor of adopting a
color method that requires use of his
brainchild - at least he should have
refrained from participating in the
making of the decision.

1.00k I FOIL
111411. El LE

[from page 2.5]

The top of C-90 would always have
a positive voltage to ground since that
is the side of the condenser going to
the plate. In the same manner, a volt-
meter across C-90 would always be posi-
tive, whether the condenser is leaky
or not. It would show no voltage only
if C-90 were shorted. Bridging a good
condenser across a leaky one in this
type of circuit would not give any
clear-cut indication since it would
immediately change the oscillator fre-
quency and throw the picture out of
synchronization.

Answer 3-b.
The tube is generally taken out

when checking for a leaky coupling
condenser and the grid checked for
positive voltage beta use a gassy tube
can also cause positive grid voltage.
While this possibility was eliminated
by changing tubes, it is also possible
that a distorted waveform can affect
the d -c reading on the grid, as out-
lined above. With the tube out, the
oscillator is not operating and a leaky
coupling condenser will give a posi-
tive voltage on the grid. This is best
checked with a high resistance meter,
preferably a VTVM on a low range.
There usually is no trouble getting a
readable voltage across a high value
grid resistor when the coupling con-
denser is leaky. On the other hand,
a low resistance meter is not too re-
liable for this type of check since it
will reduce the total value of resist-
ance in series with the leaky conden-
ser as soon as it is put in parallel
with the grid resistor. A small leak -
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age current may not give a very large
indication on such a meter.

An ohmmeter check across the con-
denser is not the best method for
checking a leaky condenser since it
is inconclusive and only shows up
when the condenser is very leaky or
shorted. On the other hand, the con-
denser may not check leaky with an
ohmmeter and in fact may not become
leaky until the voltage is applied and
the condenser breaks down again. Be-
sides, why unsolder any connection if
there is a quicker and more reliable
method which doesn't require un-
soldering.

Answer: 4-e

Sawtooth is non-linear on both the
plate of the oscillator and grid of
the amplifier. Non -linearity is shown
by the curve of the waveform along
the upper right portion, instead of
an angle being formed with straight
sides. (See Fig. 3) Non -linearity can
originate in the oscillator circuit and
be passed on in that form, or the

a
NON-LINEAR, LINEAR,

CURVED SAWTOOTH FORMS
AT SHARP ANGLE

CORNER WITH
STRAIGHT SIDES

AT UPPER RIGHT
PORTION

Fig. 3. Non-linear and linear wave-
forms.

sawtooth can be linear when it is
generated and become distorted in the
amplifier or output circuits. Where
non -linearity is seen at the plate of
the oscillator, it may be caused by a
fault in the oscillator stage, or the
coupling or input to the amplifier
stage, which is actually part of the
oscillator stage load (leaky coupling
condenser, gassy amplifier tube, etc.).
However, these last possibilities were
fairly well ruled out by the tube and
condenser changes already made, un-
less one of the substituted components
was defective.

Resistance values already checked
O.K., indicating no resistor had
changed value, and so caused the
distortion. Condensers were not leaky
but it was considered possible that the
sawtooth condenser had decreased in
value causing it to charge to too great

Bayonet type fitting pro-
vides rigid, rapid assem-
bly.

High quality corrosion re-
sistant aluminum.

High frequency type
plastic for superior elec-
trical connection.

Circular design - rugged
construction - no loose
ends.

 One type antenna for all
jobs.

 Single lead-in.
 Clear, sharp pictures on all

channels.

 Eliminates ghosts.

DEALERS: Air Express or Parcel Post
Special Delivery direct from factory to
you through your jobber, if he cannot
supply you with the Circle -X from his
stock.

CIRCLE -X ANTENNA CORF.
505 MARKET ST., PERTH AMBOY, N. J.

J
00
LIST

CIRCLE -X TO ANY
OTHER TV ANTENNA

The mechanical and electrical construction of Circle -X is
unsurpassed. No other antenna combines all the features
that are engineered into the Circle -X. It is perfectly

matched to 72, 150 and 300 ohm receiver input circuits.

CIRCL
ANTENNA CORPORATION X 0

NIAGARA - ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT ELECTRONICS STORES

YOUR MONEY BUYS MORE
AT THE NIAGARA STORE!

5 WATT AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

Complete with
speaker and 3 tubes
Hi -impedance output
for XTAL mike or
Phono-Pickup Volume
and tone controls.

5 W. amplif. with 5" speaker
Same as above with 8" speaker

I

$8.95
$9.95

TINIEST V.O.M.
IN THE WORLD

NIAGARA exclusively presents the "Universal Baby
Tester," measuring 3Va" x 21/4" x 1 5/16"::: Contains
a sensitive 0-240 microammeter with the following
ranges.
 0-15 V AC or DC  0-750V AC or DC
 0-150V AC or DC  0-150V DC MA.

 0-100,000 ohms
Ohms adjust and DC -AC -OHMS switch. Includes 1
pair test leads. Will lit into your watch pocket. Fully
guaranteed.
Cat. No. N-258
SPECIAL $8.95

SAVE YOUR FRONT END
WITH A

)TELEMATIC STURDY
TUNE DETENT

No need to throw out your TV front end tuning u.
.emblv the following listing will repair most types.
Tele Matie * Replaces Net Pries
1015 short shaft RCA 71463 9 .90
1016 long shaft RCA 727423 .901018" RCA 73440 2.85
1017" long shaft Admiral 76B14 1.201019. Teletone s/a" shaft 1.201039... 1.44
1020* Teletone 3/16" shaft 1.201040. 1.44. with locating plate . less locating plate

Write for complete replacement list.

5%0
-6.0OP

NEW LOW PRICE
NIAGARA'S
FAMOUS HIGH PASS
FILTER

lion n.1) l inert erence with Niagara's Hi -pass Altai
Positive protection against interference from amateur

transmitters, diathermy, and all other devices generat-
ing radio frequency interference below 40 MCS. De-
signed for 300 ohm lead-in. No loss in brightness or
clarity.
Wired and tested $2.50Postpaid if full amount is sent with order.

Write Today for Our Big Free Bargain Bulletin.
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a value and on the non-linear portion
of the charge curve. This could cause
foldover. In the same way, change of
capacity in the grid leak or coupling
condenser would not show up in
checks for a leaky condenser but still
could distort the waveform. There is
no convenient way to check for
change in condenser value although
it can be done with a capacity checker.
However, it is usually more feasible
to change condensers for a quick
check.

Answer 5-a.
Changing the blocking oscillator

transformer eliminated the trouble.
This is an unusual reason for fold -
over. Any possible defect in the inte-
grating circuit or defective cathode
condenser (in series with peaking re-
sistor and sawtooth condenser) which
could affect the waveform was elim-
inated from consideration when they
were shorted out and the waveform
didn't improve. Opening the coupling
condenser with the waveform remain-
ing distorted proved trouble was in
oscillator circuit. All resistors and
condensers in the oscillator circuit
bad been either checked or changed.
Only component left that was likely
to cause trouble was the transformer.

Sometimes, in components like a
transformer, resistance measurements
are inconclusive, since faults like
shorted turns may not show up in a
resistance reading. However, it can
often be found by the principle of
exclusion-making certain all other
components in the given stage are
good, leaving only one component that
could be causing the trouble-even
though this component may not gen-
erally cause that kind of trouble.

Defective tube sockets usually cause
intermittent operation rather than
this type of distortion. If a resistor
has changed value, it generally stays
at the new value when the power is
shut off. A shorted condenser in the
integrating net would have no effect
on the oscillator wave -shape but would
have some effect on frequency, mak-
ing it difficult or impossible to keep
the picture from rolling vertically.

COLO.{ TV
[from page 19]

with this signal is the highest fre-
quency component which is contrib-
uted by the mixed highs that are also

sampled at the receiver but were not
at the transmitter. However, the
mixed -high components in each of the
three video channels is approximately
the same, but will, nevertheless, pro-
duce a high resolution picture. Color
levels are, of course, set by the ampli-
tudes of the indivual 3.8 megacycle
sine waves in each channel and ap-
plied to the three grids in timed
sequence.

It is interesting to observe that in
our basic discussions of sound sampl-
ing systems in the previous article,
the amplifier which followed the sam-
pler at the receiver only passed infor-
mation up to the highest frequency
of audio to be passed and, therefore,
the sampling rate frequency was also
filtered, producing only an audio out-
put. However, in the color system the
sampling rate is permitted to pass
through these receiver video ampli-
fiers and, therefore, the signals as they
appear on the grids are in the form
of pulsating 3.8 megacycle sinewaves
and by properly positioning them on
the cut-off characteristics of the pic-
ture tube, each can be made to repre-
sent a specific group of elements on
the television screen. For example,
the green 3.8 megacycle sinewave can
be at its maximum producing green

ATTENTION!
RADIO SERVICEMEN
THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF OUT-MODED
RADIOS IN YOUR "BACK YARD.' JUST WAITING
TO BE REPLACED . . . AT YOUR SUGGESTION

Here is the custom-built AM -FM chassis
that means BIGGER PROFITS for you!

THE NEW ESP EY MODEL 511-B FEATURES:
1. AC Superheterodyne AM -FM Receiver.
2. Improved Frequency Modulation Circuit, Drift Compensated.
3. 12 tubes plus rectifier, and electronic Tuning Indicator and Pre -Amp. Tubes.
4. 4 dual purpose tubes.
5. Treble Tone control.

SPECIFICATIONS
Supplied ready to operate, complete with tubes, an-
tennas, speaker and all necessary hardware for mount-
ing in a table cabinet or console, including escutcheon.
Power consumption -105 watts.
Chassis Dimensions: 13'/a" wide x 81/2" high x 10"
deep.
Carton Dimensions: (2 units) 20x141/2x10./4 inches
Net Weight: 17 pounds each.
Sold through your favorite parts distributor.

Write Dept. RS -12
for Catalogue and

Name of Nearest
Dlstri tutor.

6. 6 -gang tuning conden-
ser.

7. Full -range bass tone
control.

8. High Fidelity AM -FM
Reception.

9. Automatic volume con-
trol.
10. 10 watts (max.) Push -
Pull Beam Power Audio
Output.
11. 12 -inch PM speaker
with Alnico V Magnet.
12. Indirectly illuminated
Slide Rule Dial.
13. Smooth, flywheel tun-
ing.
14. Antenna for AM and
folded dipole antenna for
FM Reception.
15. Provision for external
antennas.
16. Wired for phonograph
operation with switch for
crystal or reluctance pick-up.
17. Multi -tap output trans.
4-8-500 Ohms.
18. Licensed by RCA and
Hazeltine.
19. Subject to RMA war-
ranty, registered code sym-
bol g 174.

Makers of fine radios since 1928.

wn)
'---'---- TEL. TRafalgar 9-7000

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
528 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

itilS IS IT! THE RELAY
WITH 9atereipagejetagee

FOR A WIDE RANGE OF RADIO APPLICATIONS

GUARDIAN Series 200
Interchangeable

COIL and
CONTACT

Switch Assembly
Two basic parts-a coil assembly
and a, contact switch assembly-
comprise this simple, yet versatile relay. The coil assembly consists
of the coil and field piece. The contact assembly consists of switch
blades, armature, return spring and mounting bracket. The new
Guardian Midget Contact Assembly which is interchangeable with
the Standard Series 200 coil assembly, is also availabe in either
single pole, double throw; or double pole, double throw.

CONTACT SWITCH ASSEMBLIES
Cat. No. Type Combination
200-1 Standard Single Pole Double Throw
200-2 Standard Double Pole Double Throw
200-3 Contact Switch

Parts Kit
200-4 Standard Double Pole Double Throw
200-M1 Midget Single Pole Double Throw
200-M2 Midget Double Pole Double Throw
200-M3 Midget Contact Switch Parts Kit

13 COIL ASSEMBLIES
A.C. COILS* D.C. COILS

Cat. No. Volts Cat. No. Volta
200-6A 6 A.C. 200-6D 6 D.C.
200-12A 12 A.C. 200-12D 12 D.C.
200-24A 24 A.C. 200-24D 24 D.C.
200-115A 115 A.C. 200-32D 32 D.C.

200-110D 110 D.C.
*All A.C. coils available in 25 and 60 cycles

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC
1606-P W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING RADIO AMATEURS
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OVER 2 MILLION
Battery Radios Offer

Huge PROFIT Market!

New Model "5"
BATTERY ELIMINATOR
with Selenium Rectifier

CONVERT BATTERY RADIOS

TO A C ALL -ELECTRIC

Now is the time your customers want de-
pendable all -electric hum -free performance.
Operates any 1.4 volt 4 to 6 tube battery
radio from 115 volt 50/60 cycle source.
Easily slips into battery space. Guaranteed
3 years. $10.05 net

SAVE TIME, MONEY...
Servicing DC Equipment

From AC Lines!

Model "B"
POWER SUPPLY

with Conduction Gelling

DEMONSTRATE AND TEST

AUTO RADIOS

. . also relays, 'phone circuits, instru-
ments, other low voltage devices. Only
filtered power supply with new conduction
cooling. Provides lowest cost per ampere
output; unequalled power, efficiency, de-
pendability. Costs less than conventional
types. 6 Volts, 20 amperes $43.50 net

Ask About New Low Cost
"BJ" JUNIOR DC POWER SUPPLY
6 Volts, 12.5 Amperes, ;32.40 net

SEND 'COUPON NOW!
ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
4495 -SR Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

Send new literature and name of nearest jobber

Name

Address

City Zone State

Pioneer Manufacturers of Battery Eliminators

element illumination. At the same
instance, the other two sine waves
are beyond cut-off on their respective
picture tube grids and that similar
elements on the other two grids re-
main un-illuminated. Just 120 degrees
later the red 3.8 megacycle sinewave
will reach its crest and light up next
element while the other two sines will
be below cut-off and the green and
the blue grids will be biased off.

Thus, the information is arranging
itself on the viewing screen as a series
of individual elements, each repre-
senting a specific color. If this process
continued throughout the individual
color pick-up process there would be
groups of elements set off on the view-
ing screen representing just one color.
There would be individual groups of
green, red and blue elements, each
segregated from each other. Such a
system, however, would limit the reso-
lution per color and, therefore, the
overall definition of the color picture.
To improve color operating conditions,
however, the sampling pulse circuit
is shifted at regular intervals (gen-
erally after each frame) so the groups
of element which represent one color
for a given frame represent still an-
other color for other fields. Thus, each
element on a viewing screen is at one
time or another representing the light
level of each of the three basic colors.
Method of transmission is referred to
as dot interlace.

In the very latest RCA system using
the new single or three -gun color tube
only a single video amplifier is need,
ed, video being applied simultaneous-
ly to the three grids of a single
picture tube gun or to a single grid.
In these type tubes there are three
separate cathodes which are keyed by
sampling pulses, turning on individ-
ual color beams in proper order. Each
beam strikes its own elements of the
three color phosphor and lights it in
accordance with amplitude of signal
present on the grid at that instant.

Sampling In Black And White TV
A similar sampling process can be

used to obtain a black and white pic-
ture with more elements per line and,
therefore, an improvement in apparent
resolution. In such a system, the high
resolution output of a camera (up
to 8-10 me) is sampled at a high fre-
quency, Fig. 3. Information is again
broken up into pulses and then into
sampling rate sinewaves. The three
sampling rate sinewaves (no frequen-
cy in excess of sampling rate) form a
composite signal that is the video por-
tion of the television signal which
modulates the r -f carrier.

At the receiver this signal is again
demodulated into pulses and then

two rugged
wirewou rids

BROWN DEVIL

Resistors

Provide the utmost de-
pendability and small

size. Easily mounted by 1Y2" tinned wire
leads. Three sizes: 5, 10, and 20 watts.
Tolerance ± 10%.

DIVIDOHM
Adjustable
Resistors

and

Vitreous -en-
ameled resistors,

with wire exposed
along one side for contact

with adjustable lugs. Use for
multi -tap resistors or voltage dividers,

for quickly obtaining odd values of
resistance.

NEW OHM'S LAW
CALCULATOR

Quickly solves
Ohm's Law
problems-in-
eluding paral-
lel resistance. Also
has standard slide rule.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4846 Flournoy St. Chicago 44, Illinois

'e Rat week
OHMOTIE

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

RHEOSTATS  RESISTORS  TAP SWITCHES
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There are 31,475
models covered
completely in
RIDER TV-AM-

FM-PA MANUALS.
And you may be called

upon to service any one of
these models ... today ... tomorrow

. . . next week. Make sure you have the BEST
servicing information -when you need it. Com-
plete your RIDER MANUAL library now. RIDER
MANUALS-PROVEN BEST BY 21 YEARS OF TEST.

In TELEVISION
5 RIDER TV MANUALS

*10,544 Pages
*1,849 Models

 Equivalent of 81/2 x 11 ins. sis

RIDER P.A. MANUAL
* 2,024 Pages
* 1,285 Models

In AM -FM -Auto Radio-Phono

21 RIDER MANUALS

* 31,382 Pages
*28,341 Models

These comprise the world's greatest compila-
tion of ACCURATE - AUTHENTIC - RELIABLE
Servicing Information . . . as furnished by the
Service Departments of the Manufacturers them-
selves. And all of it is yours ... at the astonish-
ingly low cost of LESS THAN lc PER PAGE!

Plus an EXTRA
feature that is exclusive with

RIDER TV MANUALS
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS . . . descriptions of impor-

tant functions within the receiver . . . pertinent
data originating from the manufacturers and
presented by RIDER in a manner which makes
this added information a valuable aid to the
servicing technician -as well as a practical edu-
cation in the actual design of television receivers.

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
480 Canal Street New York 13, N. Y.

See Your Jobber For RIDER MANUALS
PROVEN BEST BY 21 YEARS OF TEST

back into three sampling pulsating
sine waves. These variations (three
sampling rate sine waves displaced
lzry 120 degrees are applied to the grid
of the picture tube. Each sine wave
crest lights up an element on the
screen in proportion to the original
light intensity. Consequently, sam-
pling forms three complete sets of ele-
ments displaced slightly from each
other to form a television picture
with more elements per line and an
improvement in resolution.

Synchronizing Of Sampling Generator
A sampling circuit at the receiver

must, of course, be synchronized with
the sampling frequency and phase at
the transmitter. One method of ac-
complishing synchronization is to
utilize the back porch of the horizontal
blanking period to transmit a sam-
pling rate sine wave from the trans-
mitter. At the receiver this sampling
rate sine wave will be taken off the
back borch of the blanking and used
to synchronize the generator which
forms the sampling rate pulse at the
receiver.

To obtain dot interlace it is neces-
sary to shift the sampling pulse in
polarity at prescribed intervals. One
method is to reverse the polarity of
the sampling pulse at the end of each
frame and, therefore, a different se-
quence of sampling will be set up for
each frame and dots for element sam-
ples will become interlaced. Still an-
other technique is the use of a sam-
pling pulse frequency which is not
an interval multiple of the line rate
but has a frequency which is an in-
terval and a half times the line fre-
quency. Thus the flip -over of the
sampling pulse becomes automatic at
the end of each field.

Sampling and multiplex technique
open new horizons in the electronic
field and may some day, when fre-
quency spectrum becomes too crowded,
instigate a major revision of alloca-
tions. Possibilities appear unlimited
and at present technique is just in
its beginning experimental state.

KEYED AGC
[from page 17]

or not a short exists. If an ohmmeter
gives no reading, and it is suspected
that the capacitor is open, it may be
bridged with another for a quick
check.

With receivers having an adjustable
control for proper setting of the
a -g -c bias level, poor results may
be due to improper adjustment. The

SHOOTS TROUBLE
FASTER! MFOARK EYSOMUOORN

CH!ECOR

PRICE
59.95 at
Distribu-
tor or
postpaid,
direel
NoCOD's M.
please. t.
Ohioan's
add 30/1,

State
Salem Tax

Siginalette
MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR

In radio service work, time means money. Le-
tate trouble faster, handle a much greater vol-
ume of work with the SIGNALETTE. Al a
trouble shooting tool, SIGNALETTE has ne
equal. Merely plug In any 110 V. AC -DC
line, start at speaker end of circuit and trace
back, stage by stage, listening in set's speaker.
Generates RF, IF and AUDIO Frequeneies,
2500 cycles to 20 Megacycles. Also used for
cheeks on Sensitivity. Gain, Peaking, Shield-
ing, Tube testing. Wt. 13 oz. Fits pocket
or tool kit. Satisfaction, or money back! See
at your dist. or order direct.

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT
LABORATORY, INC.
Dept. F, 1125 Bank Street

Cincinnati 14, Ohio
Qualified Jobbers write, wire for details.

TELEVISION

WIRE

300 OHM Twin Lead Television

Wire, for immediate shipment.

1500 ft. Spools at $40.00 per

1000 ft. net. Check with order,

or 25% deposit required on

C.O.D. orders. F.O.B. N.Y.C.

L and L Products Co.
537 Timpson Place

New York 55, N. Y.
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AD INDEX

Aerovox Corporation 36

Air King Products Co., Inc. 5

Alliance Manufacturing Co. Cover 3
Astatic Corporation, The 8

Circle X Antenna Corp. 41

Clippard Instrument Lab, Inc. 44
Commercial Trades Institute 45

Electro Products Labs 43
Espey Manufacturing Co., Inc. 42

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co. 42

Hallicrafters Co., The I

Heath Company, The 13

Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. 11

Industrial Condenser Co. 40
Insuline Corp. of America 36

Jackson Electrical Instrument Co. 10

JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc. 40

L & L Products Co. 44

Mallory, P. R. & Co., Inc. 3

Niagara Radio Supply Corp. 41

Ohmite Manufacturing Co. 43

Radiart Corporation, The 9

RCA Service Company 45
RCA Tube Dept. Cover 4

Regency Div., I.D.E.A., Inc. Cover 2
Rider, John F. Publisher, Inc. 44

Sangamo Electric Company 35
Schott, Walter L. Co. 39
Snyder Manufacturing Co. 14
Sprague Products Company 4
Standard Coil Products Co. 6, 7

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 37

Universal Television System 45

Workshop Associates, Inc. 12

JOB CONDITIONED!
ABLE, ALERT MEN-
READY FOR WORK!

Thoroughly trained in TV Installation and
Service by UNIVERSAL TV SCHOOL
(Est. 1938), Pioneer TV Training School.
Screened men, willing to work and eager
to demonstrate their skill. Expertly guided
on modern TV test equipment, these men
have completed 9 months intensive train-
ing and are fully groomed for industry.
When in need of TV installation or bench
man please contact us. This service is
FREE. Write or wire

UNIVERSAL TELEVISION SYSTEM
Wirthman Bldg. Kansas City 3, Mo.

G. I. APPROVED

$1.00 to $5.00 PAID
for "SHOP NOTES"

Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -
the -trade" in radio servicing that you
have discovered. We will pay from SI
to $5 for such previously unpublished
"SHOP NOTES" found acceptable.
Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor,"
RADIO SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Unused manu-
scripts cannot be returned unless accom-
panied by stamped and addressed re-
turn envelope.

control should be set so that the pic-
ture is stable for the strongest sta-
tion in the area. Adjustment should
also, however, be made to give the
best noise -free reception, and the
snow effect on the screen should be
studied while making corrections on
the adjustable a -g -c control. Check
for stability on the strongest station,
and the best signal to noise ratio on
the weaker stations.

An oscilloscope will facilitate
trouble shooting by giving an indica-
tion of the composite video signal,
blanking and sync tips on the grid
of the a -g -c tube, and it will also
show the absence or presence of the
horizontal pulse on the plate circuit.
Not only must both components be
present in order for keyed AGC to
function properly, but the receiver
must be synchronized with the in-
coming signal so that the horizontal
pulses will occur simultaneously with
the applied sync tips to the a -g -c
tube.

NEW PRODUCTS
[from page 34]

for bypassing in multiple stages because they
will function with freedom from feed back.

The ceramic discs use No. 22 tinned soft
copper wire radial leads which permit easy,
close coupled connections and eliminate tricky
bending and fitting. These discs have a low

TV LIGHTNING ARRESTER
Jerome E. Respess, President of LaPointe-

Plascomold Corporation (VEE-D-X) Union-
ville, Connecticut announced that the Vee-D-X
4 -wire lightning arrester (RW-204) is now
being constructed of high dielectric, double
phenolic. This material, he stated, is for

installation in accordance with the National
Electric Code and is also approved by Under-
writer's Laboratories (UL). He further stated
that it is the first and only arrester designed
to accommodate 4 -wire rotator line as well
as regular 300 ohm transmission line.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS

WANTED

The RCA Service Company, Inc., a Radio
Corporation of America subsidiary, needs
qualified electronics technicians for U. S.
and overseas assignments. Candidates must
he of good character and qualified in the
installation or maintenance of RADAR or
COMMUNICATIONS equipment or TELE-
VISION receivers. No age limits, but must
have at least three years of practical
experience.

RCA Service Company offers comprehen-
sive Company -paid hospitalization, accident
and life insurance programs: paid vaca-
tions and holidays: periodic review for
salary increases; and opportunity to obtain
Permanent position in our national and
international service organization, engaged
in the installation and maintenance of AM,
FM, and TV transmitters, electronic in-
spection devices, electron microscopes,
theatre and home television, r -f heating
equipment, mobile and microwave commu-
nications systems, and similar electronic
equipment.

Base pay, overseas bonus, payments for
actual living and other expenses, and bene-
fits mentioned above add up to $7,000 per
year to start for overseas assignments,
with periodic review of base salary there-
after. Openings also available at propor-
tionately higher salaries for specially qual-
ified technicians with supervisory ability.

Qualified technicians seeking an advan-
tageous connection with a well -established
company having a broad -based, permanent
Peacetime and wartime service program,
write to:

Mr. G. H. Metz, Personnel Manager,
RCA Service Company, Inc.,

Camden 2, New Jersey.

HAVE YOU A JOB FOR

A TRAINED TECHNICIAN?
We have a number of alert young men who
have completed intensive training in Radio
and Television Repairing. They learned
their trade thoroughly by working on
actual equipment under personal, expert
supervision. If you need a trained man,
we invite you to write for as outline of
our course, and for a prospectus of the
graduate. No fees, of course. Address:

Placement Manager, Dept. P105-12

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE
1400 Greenleaf Chicago 26

Address changes ...
must reach our circulation department 5 weeks
in advance if service is to continue without
interruption. Old and New addresses MUST
be given.
RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVE
Long Island, New York. One million people
(equal to Boston). This vast area requires
resident coverage. We cover dealers and
jobbers like a blanket. Radio, TV supplies
only.
Ten Years Experience - BOX 33R
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ANTENNAS &
INSTALLATION
All -aluminum TV Mast (New Prods.)
All -channel Antenna (New Prods.)
All -channel TV Antenna (New Prods.)
Antenna' Booklet (Trade Flashes)
Antenna Bracket (New Prods.)
Antenna Rotator (New Prods.)
Antenna Rotator (New Prods.)
Antenna Switch (New Prods.)
Assembling Coaxial Ca'nle Connectors
Automatic TV Ant. Rotator

(Trade Flashes)
Chimney Mount (New Prods.)
Clover -V -Beata Ant. (New Prods.)
Conical Antennas (New Prods.)
Conical -V -Beam Ant. (New Prods.)
Directional Dial Indicator (New Prods.)
5 -Element Yagi Ant. (New Prods.)
Erection of TV Tower, by Ransom Beers
Indoor TV Antenna (New Prods.)
Jack -Up Tower & Rotator (New Prods.)
Landlords, Tenants & TV Antennas,

by G. I. Nierenberg
Lightning Arrestor (New Prods.)
Lightning Strikes TV Antenna
Master TV Ant. System In Motels,

by Ira Kamen
Nail Polyethylene Standoff (New Prods.)
New Antenna Book (Trade Flashes)
New Indoor Antenna (New Prods.)
New Indoor TV Ant. (New Prods.)
New Insulating Tape (New Prods.)
New TV Aerial System (Trade Flashes)
New TV Antenna43 (New Prods.)

Feb.
June
July
July
Jan.
Mar.
June
Apr.
Dec.

Aug.
Apr.
July
June
May
Dec.

Nov.
July
Feb.
June

May
Jan.
Nov.

Oct.
Feb.

Nov.
Apr.
Aug.
May

Aug.
Nov.New Ward Yagi (New Prods:) Oct.

One Man TV ant. Orientation, by E.M. Noll,
May

Philco Antenna Bulletin (Trade Flashes) Jan.
Police Type Auto Antenna (New Prods.) Dec.
Profits in TV Installations, by C. Golenpaul,

Apr.
Reducing Losses in Transmission Lines.

by Norman L. Chalfin
TV Ants., Built-in (Editorial)
TV Ants., Legal Aspects (Field Finds.)
TV Antenna's (New Prods)
TV Antenna (New Prods.)
TV Antenna (New Prods)
TV Ant. Accessories (New Prods.)
TV Ant. Safety Precautions (Field

Findings)
TV Antennas Violate Laws (Edit.)
TV Installation Book (Trade Flashes)
TV Lightning Arrestor (New Prods.)
TV Lightning Arrestor (New Prods.)
TV Lightning Arrestor (New Prods.)
TV Tower (New Prods.)
Twin Driven Yagi (New Prods.)
Unique Arrestor Idea (New Prods.)
Yagi Antennas (New Prods.)

ASSOCIATIONS &
COMMITTEES

Oct.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Dec.
Apr.

Jan.
Sept.
Sept.
Feb.
Apr.
Dec.
June
Mar.
June
May

Keller To Organize New RTMA Group,
(Trade Flashes) Aug.

Phila. Servicemen's Exhibit, (Trade
Flashes) July

PRSMA (Trade Flashes) Apr.
Town Meeting Committee Named (Trade

Flashes) Nov.
RMA (Trade Flashes) Anr.
Small TV Tubes Passe (RMA Edit.) MayRMA (Field Findings) June
RTMA to Set Ant. Ad. Standards (Trade

Flashes) Oct.

AUDIO
Admiral Increasing Audio Output On "30

Series" TV Chassis (Shop Notes) May
Audio Voltage Amplifier (A Comparison

of AM-& FM Servicing Problems, by
J. Jacobson) Oct.

Oscillator Injector For Audio Servicing,
by Rufus P. Turner Oct.

Phono-Switch Adaptor (New Prods.) Dec.
Short-cuts in Audio Servicing, by

Matthew Mandl June
Understndg Push -Pull, by Allan Lytel Apr.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Astatic Merchandises Booster Via TV,

(Trade Flashes) Mar.

Better Business Bureau of NLYL Sets Stand-
ards ("Voluntary Fair Practices Code"
Trade Flashes) Aug.

Hal Bersche Firecasts Billion Dollar Market
(Trade Flashes Oct.

G.E. Tube Campaign (Trade Flashes) Mar.
How To Estimate Your 1950 Tax, by

Betty Lee Gough Feb.
More TV Statistics (Field Findings) June
New Merchandising Policy (Trade Flashes

Nov.
New RCA Contrabt Plan (Trade Flashes) Jan.
RCA Service Clinic (Trade Flashes) June
Small Ad Dollar Savers, by E. W. Fair Jan.
Summertime TV Slack (Field Findings) June
TV Legal Aspects (Field Findings) Jan.
TV Service Advertisement (Field Findings)

June

CHARTS & GRAPHS
Attenuator Chatt Jan.
Characteristics of Coaxial Cable Twin lead

& Shielded Twin Conductor June
Curves Showing Effect of Demagnetization

Upon Frequency Response July
Frequency Relationships of Pix & Sound

Carriers in R -F & I -F Stages (Front Ends)
Sept.

Jensen Needle Replacement Chart Oct.
New Jensen Freq. Range Rating System

(Shop Notes) Feb.
Philco Universal Pix Tube Test Adapter

(Shop Notes) May
1949 Production Figures (Trade Flashes) Mar.
Receiver Prod. Figures, 1st Quarter 1960

(Trade Flases) June
Receiver Production Figures, 1st Nine

Months of 1950 (Sync Pulses) Nov.
Reducing Losses In Transmission Lines,

by Norman L. Chalfin Oct.
Response/Frequency Characteristics Chart July
TV Picture Tube Chart Mar.

CIRCUIT COURT
Admiral Model 19A1
Admiral 6Q1
Aircastle Model 211
Airline Model 64BR-7810A
Airline Model 84GSE3011A
Belmont Model 22AZ1
Bogen Model PX10
Capehart Model 413 P
Capehart Models 115P2, 414P, 414P
General Electric Co. Model 806
General Electric Co. Models 324, 328
Hoffman Model CT800
Kappler Model 102 T
Magnavox Model CT214
Philco Model 49-1600
Recordio Model 8J10
Temple Model TV -1776
Truetone Model D4842

COLOR TV

Mar.
Oct.

Nov.
Jan.
July
Feb.
Mar.
Nov.
Oct.

Sept.
May
Feb.
July

Sept.
May

Sept.
July
July

Color TV Fiasco (Editorial) Nov.
Color TV Servicing (Editorial) Nov.
Color TV (I Told You So, by San D'Arcy Apr.
Color TV (I Told You So, by San D'Arcy May
Sampling Techniques Applied to TV,

by Ed. M. Noll Dec.
The CBS System of Color TV Nov.

EDITORIALS
The Annual Index
Another Parks' Blunder
BBB Complaints Increasing
Bright Prospects
Built -In Antennas- Ha! Hal
Color TV Fiasco
Color TV Held Back
Copycats
Extended TV Lines
Industry "Czar"
Korean War's Effect
Industrial Maintenance
Line of Demarcation
Nat'l "Fix Your Radio" Month
N.Y.'s "Fair Practice Code"
"Permanent" Needles
Progress Report
Radio Reviving

Jan.
Oct.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Sept.
June
Aug.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.

Aug.
Oct.

Apr.
July

Replacement Supply Problem
Servicemen's Clinics
Servicing Color TV
Small TV Tubes Passe
The Poor Public
Troublesome Days Are Ahead
TV Antennas Violate Laws
TV A Killer-Beware 1
TV Manpower Shortage
Welcome Students

FEATURE ARTICLES

Feb.
July
Nov.
May
May
Dee.

Sept.
July
Feb.
Mar.

A Comparison of AM & FM Servicing Prob-
lems, by J. Jacobson Oct.

Auto Radio Drive -In, by Allan Lytel May
A Studio for Servicemen, by Arthur

Lindsey Nov.
Assembling Coaxial Cable Connectors Dec.
Automatic Frequency Control For Local

Oscillators, by Allan Lytel, Mar.
Build This Winch for Erection of TV Towers,

by Ransom Beers July
Combination Inductance Bridge, by

Rufus P. Turner June
Construction & Operation of A Cable Spin-

ner, by Alfred Czarnecki Nov.
Conversion of 630TS Chassis to 3 ft by 4 ft

Projection, by V. R. Parker June
Cycle Inventory Control, by Henry Hutchins

Aug.
Does The Radio -TV Technician Belong
Dollar Savers, by Ernest W. Fair Jan.
Electrical Requirements of Tape Record-

ers, by C. A. Tuthill Nov.
Elements of TV Signal Distribution, Part 1,

by Samuel L. Marshall May
First Aid to Cabinets, Part 1, by Wm. R.

Wellman, Ape.
First Aid to Cabinets. Part 2, by Wm. R.

Wellman, May
Front Ends, Part 1, by Sabine! L. Marshall June
Front Ends, Part 2, by Samuel L. Marshall July
Front Ends, Part 3, by Satnuel L. Marshall Sept.
Front Ends, Part 4, by Samuel L. Marshall Oct.
Front Ends, Part 5, by Samuel L. Marshall Nov.
Front Ends, Part 6, by Samuel L.

Marshall Dec.
High Quality Analysis Series No. 4 (Meissner

9-1091-C) by C. A. Tuthill Feb.
High Quality Analysis Series No. 5 (Halli-

crafters S-41) by C. A. Tuthill Aug.
High Quality Analysis Series No. 6 (Midwest

JC-16) by C. A. Tuthill Dec.
Horizontal A.F.C. Circuits, Part 1, by

Walter H. Buchsbaum July
Horizontal A.F.C. Circuits, Part 2, by

Walter H. Buchsbaum Aug.
Horizontal A.F.C. Circuits, Part 3, by

Walter H. Buchsbaum Sept.
How to Estimate Your 1950 Tax, by Betty

Lee Gough Feb.
Improving Focus in TV Receivers, by

Matthew Mandl Mar.
In The TV Retailing Business? Dec.
Know The Cathode Ray Tube, Part 1 by

Allan Lytel Oct.
Know The Cathode Ray Tube, Part 2, by

Allan Lytel, Nov.
Landlords. Tenants & TV Antennas, by

Gerald I. Nierenberg May
Large Screen Projection, by Allen Lytel Feb.
Lightning Strikes A TV Antenna Nov.
Looking For Trouble? No. 1 by Cyrus

Glickstein Sept.
Looking For Trouble? No. 2 by Cyrus

Glickstein Dec.
Master TV Antenna Systems in Motels,

by Ira: Kamen Oct.
Mechanical Features of Tape Recorders,

by C. A. Tuthill Sept.
One Man TV Antenna Orientation, by

Ed. M. Noll May
Operation 6 Service of Keyed AGC Systems,

by Matthew Mandl Dec.
Oscillator Injector for Audio Servicing,
by Rufus P. Turner Oct.
Picture Tube Characteristics Chart Mar.
Reducing Losses In Transmission Lines,

by Norman L. Chalfin Oct
Repairing Geiger Counters Can Be Prof -

table, by John L. Parker Feb.
Sampling Techniques Applied to TV, by

Edward M. Noll Dec.
Shop Overhead Analysis, by Frank H. Russell

Nov.
Short Cuts in Audio Servicing, by Matthew

Mandl June
Servicing FM Detector Systems, by Matthew

Mandl Aug.
Servicing Sync Septfrators, by Matthew

Mandl Apr.
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Television Signal Tracing with Lightning
Speed, by Marvin Kaplan Jan.

Theory of Tape Recorders, by C. A. Tuthill July
Theory & Practice of Video Detector Cir-

cuits, by Henry A. Schwartz Aug.
The CBS System of Color TV Nov.
The Serviceman's TV Chassis, by Chas.

A. Hobbs, Jr. Sept.
The 'Scope as a Modern Service Tool, Part 2,

by Matthew Mandl Jan.
The Television Waveform & Its Components,

Part 1. by Samuel L. Marshall Jan.
The Television Waveform & Its Components,

Part 2, by Samuel L. Marshall Feb.
The Television Waveform & Its Components,

Part 3, by Samuel L. Marshall Mar.
The Television Waveform & Its Components,

Part 4, by Samuel L. Marshall Apr.
Time Multiplex Transmission, by Ed. M. Noll

Nov.
Tube Checkers, by Wm. R. Wellman Jan.
TV Sync Sweep Tracing with Lightning

Speed, by Marvin Kaplan May
U.H.F. Tuning Elements, by Allan Lytel June
Understanding Push -Pull, by Allan Lytel Apr.
What Have We To Gain -Or o Lose- In TV ?

by Charles Golenpaul Apr.

FIELD FINDINGS
More TV Statistics
Phonograph Drive Planned
Record Speed Issue Clarification
Summertime TV Slack
TV Legal Aspect
TV SaTety Precautions
TV Service Advertising
TV Wire Links

FM

June
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
Jan.
June
June

Circuit Court May
Comparison of AM & FM Servicing Problems

Oct.
High Quality Analysis Series, Part 4 Feb.
High Quality Analysis Series, Part 5 Aug.
High Quality Analysis Series, Part 6 Dec.
Servicing FM Detector Systems Feb.

GENERAL INTEREST
1951 Audio Fair (Trade Flashes) Oct
Color TV (Told You So, by Dan D'Aarcy) Apr.
Color TV May
Cycle Inventory Control, by

Henry Hutchins Aug.
First Aid To Cabinets, Part 1 Apr.
First Aid To Cabinets, Part 2 May
"Hal" Bershe Forecasts Billion $ Market,

(Trade Flashes) Oct.
Installment Buying Controls

(Sync Pulses) Oct.
Jensen Replacement Needle Guide Oct.
Know The Cathode Ray Tube Oct.
Landlords, Tenants & TV Antennas May
Licensing Looms Again (Field Findings) June
Mass Meet Protest Licensing,

(Trade Flashes) July
NEDA Exhibit Well Attended (Trade Flashes)

Nov.
New Merchandising Policies (Trade Flashes)

Nov.
New RCA Contract Plan (Trade Flashes) Jan.
NLY's "Fair Practices Code" (Editorial and

Trade Flashes) Aug.
Odor 1331 Elected Operating VP

(Trade Flashes) Nov.
Radio Service Dealer TV Picture Tube Chart

Mar.
Radio Makers Set Ultimatum (Sync Pulses)

Sept.
Record -Speed Issue Clarified (Field Finding)

Jan.
Repairing Geiger Counters May Be profitable

Feb.
Shortage (Sync Pulses) Oct
TV Antennas Violate Laws (Editorial) Sept.
TV Micro -Wave Starts (Sync Pulses) Oct.
Town Meeting Committee Named (Trade

Flashes) Nov.
Understanding Push -Pull Apr.
What Have We To Gain Or Lose in TV ? Apr.

HIGH FIDELITY
Front Ends July
High Quality Analysis Series (AM -FM Tuner)

Feb.

High Quality Analyses Series Aug.
High Quality Analyses Series Dec.
Jensen Introduces New Speaker (Trade

Flashes) July
New Blue Cone Speaker (New Prods.) June
Servicing FM Detector Systems Aug.
The TV Waveform & Its Components Jan.
1,000,000 TV Tuners (Trade Flashes) Jan.

I TOLD YOU SOLD
(A Regular Department)
Color TV
Color TV
Coop Radiators
Decca Adds 45
FM's Second Chance
Get Me Down!
Government Buying
History Repeats
Pay -To -See -TV
Picture Tube Sizes & Shapes
Radioactive Ores
TV Antenna Troubles
Unionization
We Told You So (Re:record
WJZ-TV

Apr.
May
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Apr.
Aug.
Mar.
Mar.
May
Apr.
May

Mar.
speeds) Apr.

Mar.

NEW PRODUCTS
All Channel Antenna
All -channel TV Antenna
Antenna Rotator
Antenna Rotator
Antenna Switch
Attachable Shaft for Controls
Auto Radio Antenna
Audio Units
Beam Adjuster
Bent -Gun Ion Trap
Blast Filter for Mikes
Boosters -Blonde or Brunette
Capacity Bridge
Ceramic Disc Capacitors -
Chimney Mounts
Chimney Mounts
Clover -V -Beam Antenna
Cobra Type Loudspeakers
Concentric Control Assortment
Conical Antenna
Crystal Cartridge
Detent Switch Controls
Directional Dial Indicator
Double Heat Soldering Irons
Dual- Concentric Controls
DuMont Type 12LP4A tube
Dynamic Microphone
Electronic VOM
Electronic VOM Can. Meter
5 -Element Yagi
Grommet & Inserting Tool
Hearing Aid
High Frequency Tweeter
High -Pass Filter
High Voltage Tester
H. V. Coupler Controls
Indoor TV Antenna
Impedance Bridge Kit
Inter -Corn Annunciator
Interference Locator
Isolation Transformer
Jack -Up Tower & Rotator
Lab Type VOM
Lightning Arrestor
Locking Shaft Potentiometer
Low Drain Portable Tubes
Low Noise Pentode
Low R -F Impedance Electrolytics
Milner All -Aluminum TV Mast
Miniature Metal -Cased Tubulars
Miniature Resistor
Miniature Tubes
Nail Polyethylene Standoff
New Miniature Tubes
New All -Channel Booster
New Beam Power Tube
New Bent Gun
New Blue Cone Speaker
New Capacitors
New Conical -V-Beam Ante:-.na
New Fuse Holder
New Hytron Tube 1X2A
New Indoor Antenna
New Insulating Tape
New Kit
New Loudspeaker
New L Pad
New Picture Tubes

June
July
Mar.
June
Apr.
Aug.
Oct.

Apr.
Sept.
Jan.
Apr.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.
Mar.
Apr.
July

Mar.
June
June
Dec.
May
Dec.
July
Oct.
June
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Nov.

Aug.
Oct.
Jan.
Sept.
Apr.
July
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
May
July
June
Jan.
Jan.

Sept.
Apr.
June
Dec.
Feb.
Aug.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
July

Sept.
Dec.
Oct.
June
May
May
June
June
Apr.
May

Nov.
Apr.
Oct.
Apr.

New Radio Indoor TV Antenna
New Speaker
New TV Antennas
New TV Antenna Brackets
New TV Booster
New TV -FM Boosters
New Tubes
New Tuner
New Ward Yagi
New 3 -Way Portable
New 3 -Way Portable
Ohm's Law Calculator
Omi-Directional Microphone
Ore Detector Kit
Panel Instruments
Phono Cartridges
Phono-Switch Adaptors
Police -Type Auto Antenna
Portable TV Service Lab.
Quick -Shot Soldering Iron
RCA 16P4
RCA 16GP4 Components
Rectangular Tubes 14CP4, 16KP4
Replacable Stylus Assembly
Servicing Tool Kit
Signal Generator Kit
Slave Projection Unit
Soldering Gun
Steatite Center
Sweep Generators
Tapped Isolation Transformer
Tube Tester
Tube Testers
TVAntenna
TV Antenna
TV Antennas
TV Antenna
TVAntenna Accessories
TV Capacitors
TV Components
TV Components
TV Components
TV Fuse Kit
TV Horizontal Transformers
TV Lightning Arrestors
TV Lightning Arrestor
TV Lightning Arrestor
TV Line Voltage Regulator
TV Marker Generator
TV Sweep Generator
TV Tool Kit
TV Wave Traps
Twin Drive Yagi
Unique Arrestor Idea
Vaco's Screw -Holding Driver
Versatile Concentric Control
Versatile Training Kit
VTVM Kit
Weather-proof Driver Unit
Wide -Band Oscilloscope
Yagi Antennas
3 -Inch CRT
3 -Inch Speaker
7 -Inch Oscilloscope
New 7 -Inch 'Scope
10 MC Oscilloscope
14 -Inch Rectangular Tube
17 -Inch Rectangular Tube
17 -Inch Rectangular Tube
New 19 -Inch Tube

SHOP NOTES

Aug.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Nov.
Oct.
Jan.
Oct.
Oct.
May

Aug.
Mar.
Jan.
June
Nov.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.

Aug.
July
Mar.
Feb.
June
Mar.
July
Sept.
June
Apr.
Jan.
Nov.
Apr.
June
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Nov.
Dec.
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
July
Nov.
Sept.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
May
July
Nov.
Mar.
June
Aug.
Feb.
May
Feb.
July
Sept.
May
Feb.
Oct.

Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
May
July
Oct.
Nov.

Admiral - Increasing Audio Output on "30"
Series TV Chassis May

Admiral Models - Sync Buzz in Intercarrier
Receivers Oct.

Aligning AC -DC Table Models Apr.
Belmont BRC18DX21A. & 7DX21 - Dynamic

Limiter Changes Jan.
Bending Tool for Band Switch Contacts Feb.
Checking Flyback Transformer June
Cleaning Volume Controls Sept.
Crosley Horizontal Sweep Sing- Models 10-401 ;

10-404 ; 10412 ; 10-418 Apr.
Crosley Models 10-412, ; 10-418 ; 10-404 MU;

10-404 MIU -IncreaSe Vertical Size June
Damping Tube Trouble Symptom Feb.
Dial Cord Stringing Hook June
Difficult Bolt & Nut Replacement June
Discarded Penlight Carries Speaker Shims June
Electronic Growler May
Eyelash Curler Picks Up Fine Radio Wire Sept.
G.E. Hi -Channel Interference Trap Oct.
G.E. Models 12T3, 12T4, 12C107, 12C108,

12C109 - Filament circuit change - In-
creased horizontal sweep width - Removal
of 41.25 me video trap Dec.

G. E. Models 800 Series- Horizontal Sync
Adjustment Apr.

Handy Test Lead Rack Jan.
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Heavy Soldering Apr.
Intermittent Operation with Microphones in

RCA 8-R-71 Oct.
Jensen's New System of Rating Speakers Feb.
Motorola Model 5A5 -Rectifier Lights Up

with Switch Turned off Feb.
Philco-Intermittent High Volt. Supply Feb.
Philco Models 46-1203; 48-1262 -Distortion,

Instability, Poor Sensitivity Jan.
Philco-Sweep Generator Attenuator Cir. Jan.
Philco 46-1203; 48-1262 - Simplified Circ. Feb.
Philco Models 48 -1000 -1001 -1050 -Correcting

loss of a -g -c action. Dec.
Philco Model 49 -702 -Replacement of tuner. Dec.
Philco Models 49-1040 etc.- Changes in rating

of B+ Protective Fuse June
Philco Universal Pix Tube Test Adapter May
Pilot Lainp Tool Jan.
Poor Brightness Control Oct.
RCA 8-R-71- Intermittent Oper. with Mikes

Oct.
Replacing Bias Cells Apr.
Selenium Tester Jan.
Sentinel Models 400 ;401-405 ;406 ;411- Tearing

and Picture Breakup Feb.
Sentinel Models 412 ; 413 ; 414 ; 415; - To

improve Horiz. Hold Sept.
Sentinel Models- Schematics of Models 412 ;

413 ; 414 ; 415 referred to in Sept. Nov.
Starting "Stuck" Vibrators Jan.
Stromberg-Carlson Model TV125 and TC19-Im-

proved Sig. to Noise Ratio at Sound Detect.
for Better Audio Reprod. Nov.

Stromberg-Carlson Model TC19- High Voltage
Connector Lead Nov.

Stromberg-Carlson- Noisy R -F Tuners Sept.
Stromberg-Carlson- Pads for connecting mul-

tiple TV -12's to one antenna. Dec.
Stromberg-Carlson TV Models- Horiz. Picture

Instability Nov.
Sync Buzz Due to Misalignment Oct.
Tele-Tone TV Model 149 -B -Fuzzy Picture on

Weak Signal Jan.
Warm Air Device for Testing Defective Parts

Feb.
Western Auto Model D2919 -Instability &

Distortion on FM Sept.
Westinghouse- Coupling Sweep & Marker Gen-

erators to Receivers Jan.
Westinghouse CRT Damage Caused by Incor-

rect Adjust, of Ion Trap Magnet Feb.
Westinghouse Model H -223 -Perm. Magnet Type

Focus Coil Nov.
Westinghouse Model H-223- 4.5 Mc Audio

I -F Transformer Nov.
Westinghouse Model H -223 -Picture Interfer.

Nov.
Westinghouse Models H-198 ; H-199; H -203 -

Oscillation & Poor Sensitivity on FM Band
Oct.

Westinghouse Model H -216 -Picture Distort.
Due to Magnetism Sept.

Westinghouse Models -Ratio Detect. Alignment
May

Zenith Model 28-T925R-Repairs (Thick
Horizontal Lines) Apr.

SYNC PULSES (A Regular
Department)
Color TV- Ha! Ha 1 Nov.
HoTelevision Sept.
Injunction Stops Immediate Color TV costs

by Non -Compatible CBS
Installment 'Buying Controls
Licensing Again Threatened in N.Y.C.
Price Trends
Radiomakers Get Ultimatum
Shortages
Sounds -Too Personal
TV Censorship Negated
TV Microwaving Starts
TV Still Killing Laymen

TELEVISION CIRCUITS

Dec.
Oct.
Dec.
Oct.

Sept.
Oct.

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.

Admiral Model 19A1 (Circuit Court) Mar.
AFC for Local Oscillators, by Allan Lytel Mar.
Front Ends, Part 1 by S. L. Marshall June
Front Ends, Part 2, by S. L. Marshall July
Front Ends, Part 3, by S. L. Marshall Sept.
Front Ends, Part 4, by S. L. Marshall Oct.
Front Ends, Part 5. by S. L. Marshall Nov.
Front Ends, Part 6, by S. L. Marshall Dec.
High Voltay.e Circuit of National NC7V7

(Circuit Court) Apr.

Horizontal AFC Circuits, Part 1.
Walter H. Buchsbaum

Horizontal AFC Circuits, Part 2,
Walter H. Buchsbaum

Horizontal AFC Circuits, Part 3,
Walter H. Buchsbaum

Improving Focus in TV Receivers,
Matthew Mandl

July

Aug.

Sept.

Mar.
Kappler Model 102T June
Operation 6 Service of Keyed AGC Systems,

by Matthew Mandl Dec.
Printed Circuit TV Tuner (RCA -Trade)

Flashes) May
RCA's New TV Line Simplifies Servicing Aug.
Servicing Sync Separatirs, by Matthew Mandl

Apr.
The Serviceman's TV Chassis Sept.
Theory & Practice of Video Detector Circuits,

by H. A. Schwartz Aug

by

by

by

by

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Attachable Shaft for Controls (New Prods.)

Aug.
Capacitors for TV (New Prods.) Mar.
Ceramic Tubulars (New Prods.) July
Components for TV(New Prods.) Jan.
Components for TV(New Prods.) Nov.
Concentric Control Assortment (New Prods.)

June
Dual -Concentric Control (New Prcds.) Oct.
Fuse Holder (New Prods.) June
Front Ends Sept.
Front Ends Oct.
Horizontal Transformer (New Prods.) Jan.
Isolation Transformer (New Prods.) July
Low R -F Impedance Electrolytics (New Prods.)

Dec.
Miniature Metal -Cased Tubulars (New Prods.)

Aug.
New Simplified RCA TV Chassis (Trade

Flashes) Aug.
New Tuner (New Prods.) Oct.
Printed TV Tuner (RCA -Trade Flashes) May
RCA-16GP4 (New Prods.) Feb.
TV Components (New Prods.) July
TV Wave Traps (New Prods.) Nov.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Capacity Bridge (New Prods.)
Combination Induct. Bridge
Electronic Growler (Shop Notes)
Electronic VOM (New Prods.)
Electronic VOM-Cap. Meter
Front Ends, No. 6, by S. L. Marshall
High Voltage Tester (New Prcds.)
Imped. Bridge Kit (New Prods.)
Lab Type VOM (New Prods.)
Panel Instrument (New Prods.)
Portable TV Service Lab. (New Prods.)

Oct.
June
May
Max.
Mar.
Dec.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.
Nov.
Aug.

Philco Sweep Gen Attenuators (Shop Notes)
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

Sept.
Nov.

Plastic Test Prods (Shop Notes)
RCA High Volt. Probes (Trade Flashes
Repairing Geiger Counters
Selenium Tester (Shop Notes)
Signal Generator Kit (New Prods.)
Sweep Generators (New Prods.)
The 'Scope As A Modern Service Tool Jan.
TV Marker Generator (New Prods.) Dec.
TV Sweep Generator (New Prods.) May
TV Sync -Sweep Tracing with Lightning Speed

May
TV Signal Tracing with Lightning Speed Jaa.
TV Test Equipment by G. E. (Trade Flashes)

Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
JFete.

Tube Checkers, by Wm. R. Wellman
Tube Testers (New Prods.)
Tube Testers (New Prods.)
VTVM Kit (New Prods.)
Warm Air Device for Testing Defective

Parts (Shop Notes)
Wide Band Oscilloscope (New Prods.)
5 -Inch Oscilloscope (New Prods.)
7 -Inch 'Scope (New Prods.)
7 -Inch 'Scope (New Prods.)
7 -Inch 'Scope (New Prods.)
10 MC Oscilloscope (New Prods.)

TRADE LITERATURE &
BOOKS
Aerovox General Catalog
Antenna Booklet by Ward

Feb.
Sent.
July
June
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Oct.
July

Antennaplex Manual Apr.
Cone Catalog Mar.
Encyclopedia on CRO & Their Uses Oct.
Encylopedia on CRO & their Uses Dec.
Filter Facts Oct.
"High Quality" Brochure Mar.
Hytron's New Reference Guide June
Mallory's 2nd TV Book Nov.
Microphone Catalog Aug.
New Antenna Book Nov.
New Catalog DC2S Oct.
New Catalog June
New Pocket Manual Nov.
New Radio Operator's Q & A Manual Feb.
New RCA Contract Plan Jan.
New RCA Receiver Tubes Booklet Sept.
New Rider Manual 4 20 Mar.
New TV Handbook May
New 1949 Electronic Index June
Philco TV Components Handbook Mar.
Radio Service Catalog 27 Centralab June
RCA Rec Tubes for AM, FM & TV BC Sept.
Rider's TV Manual Vol. 4 May
Rider's TV Manual Vol. 5 Oet.
Second Edition of the Radio and TV

Industry Ha'ndbook, Dec.
Stancor TV Components Replace. Guide Feb.
Sylvania TV Tube Complement Book Mar.
TACO Antenna Bulletin Feb.
Tele-Clues June
Television Servicing by W. H. Buchsbaum Dec.
Time For Sound Talk Oet.
TV Replacement Guide Mar.
TV Installation Techniques Sept.
Voluntary "Fair Practice Code" Aug.
You Don't Have To Be A Recording

Expert Sept.

TUBES

Cathode Ray

DuMont "Bent Gun" Oct.
DuMont "150" 17" Teletron July
DuMont 5BP1-A Nov.
DuMont 12LP4 Juno
DuMont 12LP4A June
G.E. 3MP 1 Feb.
G.E. 14CP4 May
G.E.16KP4 Apr.
G.E. 19AP4A Apr.
Know The Cathode Ray Tube, Part 1,

by Allan Lytel Oct.
Know The Cathode Ray Tube. Part 2,

by Allan Lytel Nov.
Picture Tube Size & Shapes

(I Told You So) May
Sylvania TV Tube Complement Book Mar.
Small TV Tubes Pass4 (Editorial) May
TV Picture Tube Chart Mar.
National Union 16CP4 June
National Union 16KP4 June
National Union 16TP4 June
Raytheon 16LP4 Jan.
RCA 16GP4 Mar.
RCA 19AP4-B Nov.
5SP11 Nov.
7GP1 Nov.
7JP4 Oat.
12LP4 Oct.

Receiving

G.E. 6A1I6
G.E. 6S4
Hytron's 4th Edit. Reference Guide for

Miniatures
Hytron 1X2A
Hytron 1B3CT/8016
Hytron 12BH7
JFD Ballasts
RCA Receiving Tubes Booklet
RCA Receiving Tubes for AM, FM & TV

Broadcast
RCA 5879
RCA 5916
RCA 5968
RCA 5964
Sylvania 1L6
Sylvania 3E5
Sylvania 7X6
Sylvania LkF4
Sylvania 1AF5
Sylvania 6AD4
Sylvania 6BA5

July
July

June
June
June
June
Oct.

Sept

Sept
June
Oet
Oct
Oct.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
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Smart TV Dealers are
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PROOF IS IS IN RESULTS! Nation-wide TV
Advertising Delivers Thousands of Sales-Every Week!

Over 50 key TV stations demonstrate Alliance Tenna-Rotor to
7 million viewers! Tenna-Rotor is the only TV accessory backed
by a powerful, sustained television campaign-national in
scope! Hundreds of thousands of AllianceTenna-Rotors are in use!

Alliance Tenna -Rotor offers faster installation with Alliance
4 -conductor "Zip" cable-Works in all weather-Guaranteed
for one year-Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories.

NEW DELUXE MODEL HIR IS FULLY AUTOMATIC!

WINNING COMBINATION! 1,1
Just Set It and Forget It!

The only fully automatic
rotator. Set the pointer-
antenn'a turns to that point
and stops! North - East -
South - West - direction
indicator dial shows exact
antenna position at all
times. Extremely accurate!

MODEL HIR TENNA - ROTOR

ALLIANCE TENNA-SCOPE
-the New TV Booster !Fea-
tures one simple control.
Automatic on -off switch.
Gives maximum uniform
high gain on all charnels
-quick to install! Ass
excellent companion
item to Tenna -Rotor.

TENNA-SCOPE

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY Alliance, Ohio



THE QUALITY OF RCA TUBES IS UNQUESTIONED

,Wat Xe&w,
Most used ... by brand

and by type ... RCA kinescopes

are the fast-moving

profit makers

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
IILECTPON TYRES HAR.9150:1' 1

IN PICTURE TUBES...
The largest and most profitable replacement business
in television picture tubes comes from the types used
in most television receivers . . . the Best Sellers.

RCA's types are Best Sellers. There are more of
them in actual use in TV receivers than any other
brand. Industry choice of these high -volume types
reflects to your advantage. Inventory and stocking
problems are simplified ... and you have the assurance
of rapid, profitable turnover.

In addition, when you sell RCA kinescopes, you
gain from customer confidence in the RCA brand ...
solidly established by the proved performance of RCA
kinescopes in millions of television receivers.

Remember, too, that the quality and dependability
of RCA kinescopes mean fewer service failures and
fewer costly call-backs. There is, therefore, more
profit in every RCA kinescope you sell.

Always keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor
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